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Abstract 

 Conserving genetic diversity within a population increases both its fitness and adaptability to 

environmental change; however, conservation management units frequently mismatch underlying genetic 

structure. Further challenges are introduced when quantifying genetic diversity, as the sex ratio and 

geographic distribution of samples can bias measures of population differentiation. Smallmouth Bass 

(SMB: Micropterus dolomieu) are an economically and ecologically valuable species of territorial 

freshwater fish. Regulated as a single unit across Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River, SMB are 

subject to regular anthropogenic dislocation through recreational angling. Since sex is not readily 

discernible from external morphology, and the genetic mechanism of sex determination is presently 

uncharacterized, typical SMB sex identification requires lethal autopsy. For this thesis I investigated the 

association of genomic markers with sex and geography for Smallmouth Bass in Eastern Lake Ontario, to 

improve the accuracy of phylogeographic study and subsequent conservation in the area. I hypothesized 

that Smallmouth Bass have an XY chromosomal system, and that genomic markers alone could identify 

sex. This hypothesis was tested using next-generation DNA sequencing of MluCI-SphI restriction digest 

associated loci from tournament-angled SMB mortalities. Although no sex-specific markers were present 

in males (or females), refuting the XY (and ZW) chromosome hypothesis, a leave-one-out predictive 

model generated with seven single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) correctly predicted the sex of all 23 

SMB and a reference female Florida Bass (Micropterus floridanus). Flanking DNA associated with these 

SNPs was then BLAST-searched against an assembled SMB transcriptome and NCBI’s swissprot 

database; however, no homology to sex-determining factors was found. I also hypothesized that genetic 

structure existed within tournament mortalities, which was confirmed following hierarchical K-selection 

analysis of 2,138 SNPs, indicating an optimal group number of two. Although some group assignments at 

higher K-values corresponded to approximate geographic location, the sample size of these 

subpopulations was too small to draw meaningful conclusions. To address this limitation, DNA was also 

quantified from 228 SMB angled across Lake Ontario to facilitate future fine-scale population structure 
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analysis. Overall, these findings can be used to better manage the SMB fishery in Eastern Lake Ontario 

and provide a basis for further study. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 As the most species-rich vertebrate taxon1, fish are an unparalleled natural resource that provide 

employment for one tenth of the world’s population2. Despite their significance, an increasing global 

fishing effort dating to the mid-20th century3 has caused catches to steadily decline4, and many fisheries to 

collapse5. Although reduced exploitation has successfully rescued some fish populations in developed 

countries6, most stocks can still benefit from diverse conservation efforts7. 

 Canada contains the third-largest renewable water resources by country, at 7% of the world total8, 

and is home to 60% of all lakes greater than 0.1 km2 9. The ubiquity of these aquatic environments has 

resulted in a widespread culture of recreational fishing, attracting 2.9 million licenced resident anglers and 

400,000 visitors in 201010. In comparison to Canada’s $6.4 billion commercial fishing industry in 2010 

(combined wild catch, aquaculture, and seafood processing)11, recreational fisheries were valued at a 

substantial $5.5 billion10. Yet in Southern Ontario, it is estimated that a 54% increase in fish biomass 

density could further increase licenced participation by 25%12, leading to an even higher economic impact 

of recreational fishing. 

 Black bass (Micropterus spp.) are a territorial genus of freshwater fish13,14 that comprise 14% of 

all recreationally caught fish in Canada, with 27 million harvested in 201010. In Ontario, where half of 

Canadian recreational catches occur, Smallmouth Bass (SMB: Micropterus dolomieu) are the third-most 

angled species10. This angling pressure has contributed to a significantly diminished SMB population in 

Lake Ontario compared to historic levels15, despite an increase in average condition factor due to a dietary 

shift16,17 and a low 21% retention rate of fish caught in Ontario10. Another factor contributing to SMB 

decline may be a coinciding fishing and spawning season in Lake Ontario18, which allows predators like 

the invasive Round Goby (Neogobius melanostomus) to consume all offspring within 15 minutes of 

angling19,20. Although there is much to be learned about the effects of human activity on SMB fitness and 

sustainability, the benefits of recreational fishing (i.e. advocacy, education, and research funding) justify 

unique conservation strategies rather than complete angling restriction21. 
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1.1: Natural History 

 SMB are native to the Great Lakes and Northern Mississippi drainage basins in North America22 

but have been introduced around the world due to their popularity as sportfish23. Seasonal migration 

distances of 80 km have been observed in Wisconsin riverine populations, with 90% of bass returning to 

within 5 km of their capture site the following year24. Broad-scale migration patterns of SMB in Lake 

Ontario are currently uncharacterized25, but lifetime annual movement limited to 9 km2 has been observed 

in Lake Michigan26, another large lacustrine ecosystem. Due to the prevalence of organized catch-and-

release fishing events in Eastern Lake Ontario27, angled SMB are subject to artificial displacement of 

more than 35 km throughout the summer28. For SMB displaced an average of 7.3 km through live-release 

tournaments, only 32% return to the site of capture after one year29. Since this increased displacement 

may lead to higher gene flow between populations or along alleles clines, it has the potential to reduce 

genetic diversity and local adaptation30. 

 SMB begin life in broods of four thousand31 mostly full-sibling32 fry under the protection of a 

nesting male33, and in Lake Ontario grow at a rate of 6 cm/year until they sexually mature around 5 years 

old34. As a gonochoristic species, SMB sex does not change after maturity; however, males can develop 

testicular oocytes when exposed to certain chemical pollutants35. Once mature, SMB sexes do not differ in 

terms of size34, or obvious external features, but do exhibit sexually dimorphic behaviour when 

spawning36. Visual identification of black bass sex has seen some success using urogenital pore features 

during spawning season37,38, but no feature was as accurate as lethal dissection. Laparoscopic probes have 

also been used to collect testes biopsies with a survival rate of 90%39. Since both alternatives to lethal 

dissection have their drawbacks (e.g. visual training, specialized equipment, loss of gametes), and since 

sex ratios provide fisheries management insights regarding effective population size40, conservation of 

SMB could be greatly facilitated by DNA-based sex identification. 
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1.2: Population Genetics 

 In very large populations with random mating, polyallelic loci form genotypes at rates based on 

the total frequency of each allele41. Using realistic sample sizes, exact probability tests can detect 

deviations from these expected frequencies with minimal type I error42, allowing for inferences of 

discrete43 and continuous44 population structure. Significant deviations provide insight into gene flow 

barriers, such as geographic or environmental distance45, which can confirm or reject suspected biological 

processes (i.e. genetic drift, natural selection)46. Once isolated reproductive units have been identified, 

improved management strategies can be developed to better conserve genetic diversity and maintain 

subpopulation demographics47, leading to greater overall fitness and sustainability48. 

 Microsatellite alleles are consecutively repeated DNA motifs with a variable number of repeats49, 

and as a result can be visually genotyped following PCR amplification and size-separation by gel 

electrophoresis50. The low setup cost and ease of microsatellite use has resulted in their widespread 

dominance in population genetics51 until the development of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) 

genotyping by next-generation DNA sequencing52. Microsatellite markers have been used to evaluate 

SMB population structure in both native53 and introduction habitats54, uncovering isolation by geographic 

distance in Lake Erie53 and panmixia in the Susquehanna River basin54. Across the Great Lakes, 

microsatellite evidence of SMB reproductive barriers has been found for most connecting waterways, 

including where Lake Ontario meets the St. Lawrence River55. However, no fine-scale analysis of SMB 

population structure in Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River has been conducted to date using either 

microsatellites or SNPs. 

 Beyond indicating structure, polymorphic genomic markers can also inform other population 

traits such as migration56, heterozygosity57, and phylogeny58. Caution must be taken when drawing 

indirect conclusions about migration, as not all migrants reproduce59, and a high mutation rate can be 

misinterpreted as gene flow60. Although some connectivity between populations is valuable in minimizing 

polymorphism loss61, exceeding the optimal level can be maladaptive for subpopulations in peripheral 
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environments62. If the migration and mutation rates are independently estimated, then the rate of gene 

flow as a function of migration can be calculated. This information could improve SMB management by 

indicating whether catch-and-release displacement results in excess gene flow at the cost of adaptive 

genetic structure. 

1.3: Sex Determination 

 Experiments have shown that sexual reproduction accelerates adaptation and reduces fixation of 

deleterious alleles in comparison to asexual reproduction63. Thousands of mating types are maintained in 

some fungi due to negative frequency-dependent selection, but most plants and animals exhibit two 

gamete types64. This is thought to be caused by disruptive selection65 and maintained by incompatibility 

of additional gamete types66. Hermaphroditism (i.e. when individuals produce both gamete types) occurs 

in one third of animal species, where self fertilization can provide a fitness advantage67. It can either be 

sequential, such as in the Labridae family of wrasse fish68 with relative size of females initiating male 

development69, or simultaneous, as with the coral reef fish Hypoplectrus nigricans70. Environmental 

pollutants can also cause otherwise gonochoristic (i.e. single gamete type) fish to experience endocrine 

disruption and produce gametes of both sexes71. 

 The evolution of separate sexes from hermaphroditism, of genetic sex determination (SD) from 

environmental SD, and of heteromorphic (XY or ZW) from homomorphic sex chromosomes, are each 

reversible and represented across vertebrate species72. The ancestral vertebrate karyotype (i.e. common 

ancestor to fish, reptiles, amphibians, birds, and mammals) likely consisted of seventeen73 homomorphic74 

chromosomes, from which various contemporary sex chromosomes evolved independently from different 

regions74. Since gonochoristic gonadal development is represented in every major order of fish, whereas 

hermaphroditism is not75, it is likely that the ancestral vertebrate was gonochoristic as well. Neither 

genetic nor environmental SD systems have been identified in every major fish order75, meaning the 

ancestral vertebrate’s sex could have been determined by a combination of genetic and environmental 

factors76, excluding heteromorphic sex chromosomes. 
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 Heteromorphic sex chromosomes have been observed in only 10% of fish karyotypes75, 

indicating that the remainder possess homomorphic sex chromosomes, polygenic SD, or exhibit 

hermaphroditism77. In fish with homomorphic chromosomes, such as the Zebrafish (Danio rerio), sex-

associated loci have been found on multiple chromosomes78, with different sex-linked regions identified 

between wild and domesticated populations79. Zebrafish SD is also influenced by temperature despite 

having sex-associated loci80, as is the SD of some species with heteromorphic sex chromosomes81. 

 Characterization of sex-identifying genomic markers with restriction site-associated DNA 

sequencing (RADseq) has demonstrated prior success with Sebastes rockfishes82. This reduced 

representation sequencing approach is more reliable and less intensive than other methods of investigating 

SD, such as breeding or cytology, and can provide insights not offered by either alternative83. Although a 

reference genome is useful for evaluating clusters of sex-identifying markers as quantitative trait loci 

(QTLs)84,85, RADseq can also describe SD mechanisms for non-model organisms de novo83. RADseq data 

can identify both sex-specific loci (found on Y or W chromosomes), and SNPs strongly associated with 

sex79. Both types of markers can give a broader understanding of an organism’s SD method, with the 

potential for developing a nonlethal protocol for genotyping sex. 

1.4: Sex Effects 

 Species that exhibit lifetime natal philopatry are at high risk of inbreeding depression but 

experience less kin competition and more unreciprocated food sharing86. For many species the risks of 

natal philopatry outweigh the benefits87, resulting in dispersal of one or both sexes depending on the 

mating system and local competition88. In species with resource defence by males36, male philopatry and 

female-biased dispersal are more likely89. Both male philopatry and female-biased dispersal have been 

shown to occur in SMB using microsatellite-based parentage assignment32. This dispersal bias causes 

male sex-linked markers (e.g. Y chromosomal) to have a lower effective population size than female sex-

linked markers (e.g. mitochondrial DNA), leading to greater stratification at male loci90. Since higher 

dispersal by either sex reduces the fixation index between populations91, failure to exclude sex-linked 
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markers risks inflating measured population structure. This is particularly true in samples of unequal sex 

ratio, which have been shown to incorrectly differentiate nearshore and offshore populations of American 

Lobster (Homarus americanus) despite having a panmictic mating strategy92. 

 SMB mortalities obtained at recreational tournaments in Lake Ontario are 38% male93, whereas 

SMB caught in lakes throughout Michigan using a variety of gear indicate a male composition of 47%94. 

Assuming an equal mortality rate for both sexes, this suggests a female angling bias, likely due to their 

larger average weight93. Since females are the greater dispersing sex, the impact of anthropogenic 

displacement on gene flow is expected to be less than if SMB sexes were angled at an equal rate. In terms 

of evaluating population structure, targeting males therefore reduces the likelihood of sampling fish 

returning home following displacement, and increases the likelihood of sampling fish that hatched nearby. 

Male-biased angling can be achieved by selective targeting of bass defending nests during the spawning 

period. Although fitness consequences may occur while the nest is unguarded95, this can be mitigated by a 

short processing time and live return. To avoid the population structure bias of unequal sample sex ratio, 

either sex must be recorded, or sex-linked markers identified beforehand. The latter is the only option for 

samples consisting of one sex, as there would be no way to evaluate whether alleles or loci are 

underrepresented in the opposite sex. 

1.5: Centrarchid Omics 

 1.5.1: Phylogenome 

 The sunfish family Centrarchidae diversified around 34 million years ago96 and includes several 

species of territorial nest breeders besides SMB, with notable examples being Largemouth Bass (LMB: 

Micropterus salmoides)97, Bluegill (Lepomis machrochirus)98 and Black Crappie (Pomoxis 

nigromaculatus)99. Although the SD mechanism of SMB is presently uncharacterized, evidence from 

closely related species may help inform hypotheses when considering time since evolutionary divergence 

(LMB: 8; Bluegill: 24; Black Crappie: 29 million years ago)96. The combination of similar mating 
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behaviour and chromosome number (SMB & LMB: 46; Bluegill & Black Crappie: 48)100 further suggests 

that the method of SD may be conserved across Centrarchid species. The karyotypes of SMB and LMB 

are thought to have two fewer chromosomes than other Centrarchids due to Robertsonian fusion and have 

been independently described as having no sexual dimorphism101,102. 

 1.5.2: Envirome 

 Oral steroid hormone administration has been shown to reverse sexual development in LMB103, 

Bluegill104 and Black Crappie105. Subsequent breeding of sex-reversed fish with control fish has only been 

performed with Black Crappie, where the presence of both 1:1 and mono-sex progeny indicated male 

heterogamety (i.e. XY chromosomal system)106. In LMB, a 1:2 male-female ratio of gynogenetic progeny 

grown from unfertilized haploid eggs pressure-halted after meiosis I has been interpreted as evidence for 

female heterogamety (i.e. ZW chromosomal system)107. However, some key limitations of this study are 

that: (1) equipment failure forced the researchers to identify sex after one year, whereas age of maturity is 

typically three years old34, (2) no control fish were reared to account for environmental conditions, and 

(3) polygenic sex determination could also explain the observed sex ratio. Furthermore, according to the 

corresponding author, follow-up breeding experiments with surviving gynogenetic females yielded 

inconclusive results and went unpublished108. 

 Other than hormones and pollution, the third major environmental determinant of sex in 

gonochoristic fish is temperature75, which can variably affect sex ratio between different parents109 and 

populations110. Not only has temperature-dependent sex determination (TSD) been demonstrated in some 

Ohio Bluegill strains111, but so has a lack of TSD depending on the geographic location fish were 

obtained from, suggesting a temperature-genotype interaction112. Based on the observation that Atlantic 

Silverside (Menidia mendia) use temperature cues to rear mostly female clutches at the start of the 

spawning season, and mostly male clutches at the end, it has been hypothesized that TSD allows 

populations with sexual size dimorphism, early maturity, and long spawning seasons to maximize 
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overwinter young-of-year survival113. Relative to Atlantic Silversidae, none of these three predictors 

strongly apply to SMB in Eastern Lake Ontario18,93. 

 1.5.3: Genome 

 A genome-wide characterization of sex-linked markers in a Centrarchid species has only been 

conducted for Bluegill to date, where around 13,000 loci were investigated for amplified fragment length 

polymorphisms (AFLPs)114. No sex-specific markers were found, and no effort was made to evaluate 

predictive markers under sex-based selection. Since Bluegill males display dimorphic male life history 

strategies, cuckoldry and parenting115, it is likely that genomic markers predictive of sex do exist, as high 

autosomal and Y-linked heritability of cuckoldry has been observed in Chinook Salmon (Oncorhynchus 

tshawytscha)116. 

 Throughout the course of my master’s program, the first assembled Centrarchid genome was 

published for a female Florida Largemouth Bass (Micropterus floridanus or Micropterus salmoides 

floridanus117) in October 2017 at the contig level (assembly: ASM259238v1). The raw data was made 

available two months prior in August 2017 (accession: SRX3141757), and an SNP panel for Florida Bass 

parentage assignment was published in February 2018118. Although linkage groups are not yet described, 

these resources are still useful for mapping loci, developing primers, and future genomic study of SMB. 

 1.5.4: Transcriptome 

 Unlike de novo genome assembly, which requires substantial time and expertise119, de novo 

transcriptome assembly from raw data can be completed with a single, albeit computationally intensive, 

pipeline120. Furthermore, since protein coding regions typically account for 1% of the genome121, and 

genes number in the thousands121, individual transcripts do not reach great lengths. Next-generation 

sequencing data obtained from total mature RNA of an unsexed SMB is available online for 

transcriptome assembly (accession: SRX199239). This assembly can be searched for sex-linked or sex-

specific markers, then putative transcripts searched for sex-determining homologs in protein databases92. 
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1.6: DNA Sequencing 

 Around 40 years ago, DNA sequencing was first achieved on a practical level for individual 

molecules using chain terminating nucleotides123. Gradual developments and improvements on that 

method were made up until the completion of the human genome project in 2004124, at which point 

numerous private companies developed instruments to simultaneously sequence millions of DNA 

fragments125. Commonly known as next-generation sequencing (NGS), this new method reduced the cost 

per megabase of sequencing by a factor of ten thousand between 2007 and 2012, with little improvement 

since that time126. However, there are two major shortcomings with NGS: a decrease in maximum read 

length (300 bp127 from 900 bp128), and a steep increase in single reaction cost ($1,380129 from $4 CAD130). 

 In response to the greater data opportunity afforded by NGS, several research teams 

independently solved the issue of parallel-sequencing a common set of variable loci across multiple 

individuals131. The two most cited protocols are referred to as genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS)132 and 

RADseq133, but essentially describe the same process. Endonucleases reduce the genome to just those 

regions that flank recognition sites, and molecular identifiers are added so that reads can be assigned to 

individuals after sequencing. This approach can be applied to species with no prior genomic knowledge 

and requires no marker development, unlike with microsatellites or AFLPs134. 

 Since the physical distance between recognition sites can be large, thus inhibiting sequence 

ability135, techniques such as random shearing133 and double restriction digest136 have been developed to 

reduce RAD loci lengths. A complementary obstacle is RAD loci being shorter than the maximum read 

length, which results in the reverse adapter being sequenced or in ambiguous nucleotide calls. This has 

been overcome by direct (i.e. gel electrophoresis)137 or indirect (i.e. PCR purification)132 size-selection of 

DNA fragments. Various other modifications have also been proposed to optimize the consistent recovery 

of loci, read depth, and proportion of loci containing SNPs138-140. Many such approaches have been drawn 

from in the experimental design of this thesis to best address the research questions, and to limit the 

biases that can result from large, unsupervised sequence datasets141-143. 
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1.7: Objectives 

 The main objectives of this thesis were to characterize the genetic component of SMB SD and 

determine whether genetic structure exists in their Eastern Lake Ontario population with NGS technology. 

Addressing these two topics will pave the way for fine-scale phylogeographic analysis of SMB, both for 

the region of interest and in other populations, improving SMB management and conservation. Exploring 

the SD mechanism of SMB turned out to be the more complex subject and formed the guiding research 

question of my thesis. The alternative hypothesis of each null-alternative pair was predicted to be correct. 

Question 1: Do SMB have sex-linked genomic markers? 

• H0: SMB do not have sex-linked genomic markers. 

• HA: SMB do have sex-linked genomic markers. 

Subquestion 1a: Do SMB have male-specific regions of DNA (indicating XY chromosomes)? 

• H0: SMB do not have male-specific regions of DNA. 

• HA: SMB do have male-specific regions of DNA. 

Subquestion 1b: Do SMB have SNPs under sex-based selection? 

• H0: SMB do not have SNPs under sex-based selection. 

• HA: SMB do have SNPs under sex-based selection. 

Subquestion 1c: Can Smallmouth Bass sex be correctly predicted using SNPs? 

• H0: Smallmouth Bass sex cannot be correctly predicted using SNPs. 

• HA: Smallmouth Bass sex can be correctly predicted using SNPs. 

Question 2: Does genetic structure exist in tournament-angled SMB in Eastern Lake Ontario? 

• H0: Genetic structure does not exist in tournament-angled SMB in Eastern Lake Ontario. 

• HA: Genetic structure does exist in tournament-angled SMB in Eastern Lake Ontario. 
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Chapter 2: Methods 

2.1: Sample Collection 

 All SMB that had DNA sequenced for this thesis were collected as accidental mortalities through 

an ongoing tournament sampling process led by the Freshwater Fisheries Conservation Lab at Queen’s 

University. Participating recreational angling events occurred throughout Fisheries Management Zone 

(FMZ) 20 during SMB open season across the Bay of Quinte, Eastern Lake Ontario and St. Lawrence 

River from 2014 to 2017 (Figure 1). Although each tournament is based out of a single access point, 

anglers are free to travel as far as they wish in their boats unless organizers stipulate geographic 

restrictions. Since SMB are not necessarily angled from nests during the breeding season, and do not have 

precise GPS coordinates as to their point of capture, they are not suitable for fine-scale phylogeographic 

analysis. However, they do provide a useful resource for research facilitated by lethal dissection, such as 

aging144, diet composition17, or sex identification (Table 1). 

 For each tournament day, SMB mortality collection occurs as follows: SMB either die in live-

wells throughout the fishing period (typically 8:00AM – 4:00 PM) or during the weigh-in period (4:00 

PM – 6:00 PM). After being weighed-in, SMB mortalities are then stored in a cooler on ice until all live 

fish have been transferred to the live-release boat. Any additional mortalities following live-release are 

placed into the ice cooler, then transported to the Freshwater Fisheries Conservation Lab for -20°C 

freezer storage in bags of around six fish. Within the course of days to months of initial storage, 

mortalities are then thawed overnight for next-day processing. Skeletal muscle sections and complete 

stomach contents are stored separately at -20°C, scales and otoliths stored at room temperature in paper 

sleeves, with sex and state of swim bladders visually determined. Variations to this procedure have been 

previously described144. 

 Although not yet phylogeographically analyzed, 199 nesting male SMB were angled across 

Eastern Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River as part of this thesis from June 6th to July 5th, 2016 

(Figure 2). Licence #1083504 was obtained from the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry 
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for pre-season angling, tissue sampling, and live-release of SMB in FMZ 20. For each fish: GPS 

coordinates, fork length and total length were recorded; approximately 1 cm2 of pelvic fin tissue was 

removed and immediately stored in 70% ethanol; and around ten scales taken from behind the pectoral fin 

to be stored in paper sleeves (Table 1). To ensure no re-capture, SMB were tagged twice with numbered 

floy-tags before in situ release. At least 25 SMB were angled in each of the six major nesting regions 

sampled, so that allele frequencies could be accurately estimated if they represent distinct populations145. 

2.2: Sequencing Design 

 A single-end 150 bp sequencing reaction on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform was selected due to 

cost efficiency129 and ability to accommodate PCR primer development for sex-identifying loci. A MluCI-

SphI double-digest RADseq protocol that had shown success in several species of non-model fish and 

insects146 was adapted to prepare the DNA library. Since the Florida Bass genome assembly had not been 

published at the time, the distribution of MluCI-SphI fragments in the SMB genome was estimated from 

its nuclear weight147 and assembled transcriptome GC content, assuming a random order of nucleotides. 

Approximate GC content was calculated by assembling SMB RNAseq data (accession: SRX199239) into 

a transcriptome with program Trinity, then dividing the number of G and C nucleotides by the total 

number of nucleotides across the first isoform of every transcript. Rather than using the specified 

BluePippin equipment for size-selection, amplified fragments were size-selected indirectly through PCR 

purification and a short 30 s PCR elongation time, as described in the original two-enzyme GBS 

protocol148. The number of SMB included in the sequencing reaction was determined through dividing the 

total number of expected reads (after control spiking) by the total number of expected loci, and by a target 

average read depth of fifteen times. Two sequencing reactions were performed in total. 

2.3: DNA Extraction 

 SMB tournament mortalities were selected for DNA extraction based on semi-overlapping sets of 

criteria for each of the two sequencing reactions. For the first reaction, criteria were: (1) an even sex ratio; 
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(2) a dsDNA concentration of at least 7.7 ng/µL as determined by spectrophotometry; and (3) recency of 

collection. For the second reaction, criteria were: (1) an even sex ratio; (2) a dsDNA concentration of at 

least 7.7 ng/µL as determined by fluorometry; (3) minimal time between collection and processing; (4) 

small batch number during in-lab processing, and (5) being processed at the end of the batch. These 

changes in criteria between reactions were chosen to improve the quality and quantity of DNA obtained 

from processed SMB, through minimizing the time each skeletal muscle section spent outside frozen 

storage. All DNA extractions followed the DNeasy Blood & Tissue (Qiagen, Germany) protocol using 

approximately 25 mg of frozen muscle tissue and were eluted into 100 µL of UltraPure DNase/RNase-

free distilled water (Thermofisher, USA). Quantification of extracted DNA occurred immediately after 

extraction using either a spectrophotometric Nanodrop 1000, or a fluorometric PicoGreen dsDNA assay 

(Thermofisher). Extractions were stored at -20°C until restriction digest. 

2.4: Library Preparation 

 Each DNA extraction was diluted to 200 ng in 26 µL and individually digested at 37°C for 3 h 

using 5 units of enzymes MluCI and SphI-HF in CutSmart buffer (New England Biolabs, USA) for a total 

reaction volume of 30 µL. Molecular identifier sequences were taken from a published protocol146; 

however, adapter sequences were modified based on consultation with technical guides149 and prior 

usage148. Single-stranded adapter oligos were quantified with spectrophotometry and ligated at 

concentrations 0.02 µM for the forward identifying-adapter pair, and 3 µM for the reverse Y-adapter pair. 

From each restriction digest aliquot, 25 µL was added to 5 µL of adapter mix and 6,000 units of T4 DNA 

Ligase in provided buffer (New England Biolabs) for a total reaction volume of 45 µL. Ligation took 

place for 2 h at room temperature before enzyme deactivation at 65°C for 20 min. 

 For the first sequencing reaction, 5 µL of each ligation was pooled for cleanup and indirect size-

selection using a GeneJET PCR purification kit (Thermofisher). The pooled library was eluted into 34 µL 

water and quantified with spectrophotometry. A 10 µL dilution at 100 pg/µL was added to 2.5 µL of 10 

µM PCR primers and 12.5 µL of Taq 2X Master Mix (New England Biolabs) in four identical 25 µL 
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reactions. PCR conditions were not altered: 72°C (5 min); 98°C (30 s); 18 reps of (98°C (10 s), 65°C (30 

s), 72°C (30 s)); 72°C (5 min); 4°C (hold). Post-PCR, each reaction was purified in the same GeneJet 

column before resuspension into 34 µL water. The library was quantified with spectrophotometry, then 

sent to The Centre for Applied Genomics (TCAG: Toronto, Canada) for quantification by real-time PCR 

(rtPCR), Bioanalyzer size distribution analysis, and sequencing. 

 For the second sequencing reaction, the total 45 µL volume of each ligation was purified 

separately and eluted into 10 µL water. Each sample was quantified with a PicoGreen dsDNA assay 

before individual PCR. Conditions went unchanged between the two sequencing reactions; however, 

samples had either one or five replicates (instead of four) depending on post-PCR concentrations. 

Initially, all samples had a single PCR replicate that was purified and eluted into 10 µL water. Each 

sample was then quantified internally with rtPCR using triplicates for all reactions, including those with 

KAPA DNA standards (Roche, Canada). Any samples with less than 2,000 pM of DNA underwent five 

replicates of PCR, with pooled purification and 10 µL elution. These repeat samples were triplicate-

quantified with rtPCR again, followed by 2 µL pooling of every sample diluted to 2,000 pM. The pooled 

DNA library, along with select pre-pooling samples, had their size distributions measured with a 

Bioanalyzer in both Dr. Feilotter’s lab at Queen’s University and at TCAG. Final rtPCR quantification 

and sequencing also occurred at TCAG. 

2.5: Loci Construction 

 Using remote access servers hosted by the Centre for Advanced Computing (Kingston, Canada), 

sequence data was quality filtered and demultiplexed using program Cutadapt150, at the default quality 

threshold of 40. Cutadapt was also used to remove MluCI and SphI recognition sites, along with 

downstream or upstream nucleotides respectively. Processed reads grouped by length up to a maximum of 

136 nucleotides were then merged into loci using program Stacks151. Although Stacks could have also 

been used to demultiplex reads, it was observed to incorrectly cluster reads separately when containing 

one or more uncleaved recognition sites, or when shorter than the maximum length. The haplotypes, fasta, 
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and SNP outputs of the final populations command for each length bin were combined for sex-based 

statistical analysis. Summary statistics produced by Stacks were discarded as they were only evaluated 

upon single-length loci subsets. 

2.6: Marker Identification 

 Sex-specific markers were investigated by comparing the occurrence distribution of loci between 

male and female samples, using both variable and consensus loci from the combined haplotypes output 

file. Putative sex-specific loci should occur in all individuals of one sex, and in no individuals of the 

opposite sex82. This analysis was done for: (1) all samples and all loci identified in the first sequencing 

dataset; and (2) all samples with at least 25% of the total identified loci. A third analysis using a merged 

dataset from both sequencing reactions was also performed, keeping the 25% loci coverage criteria and 

allowing for an incorrect sex assignment rate of up to 33%. This rate was selected based on observed 

skews in Bluegill sex ratio following high and low temperature treatments111,112. For both analyses (2) and 

(3), commands sstacks and populations were repeated for the reduced sample, while retaining the full 

cstacks catalog. 

 Since no linkage map is available for any Centrarchid genome, sex-linked markers were 

identified on an individual rather than a clustering basis. Using the merged sequence dataset of samples 

with 25% loci coverage, SNPs generated by the --plink option of the populations command were 

transformed into copy number of arbitrary reference alleles using program PLINK152. SNPs genotyped in 

every individual were used to generate a predictive model by partial least squares (PLS) regression (R153 

package plsgenomics154). A PLS model was selected instead of the more frequently used (in genetics) 

discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC) as the latter constructs composite vectors rather 

than allowing predictors to remain linearly dependent. The magnitude of each SNP’s PLS predictive 

weight was interpreted as a relative measure of its sex-linkage. The Bayesian probability of each SNP 

being under sex-based selection was calculated using program Bayescan155, using a q-value threshold of 

0.05 for identification purposes. 
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2.7: Marker Validation 

 The most likely sex-specific markers identified by analyses (1) and (2) were validated by 

presence/absence PCR in three male and three female SMB using primers designed with NCBI’s Primer-

BLAST (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast). PCRs occurred in 12.5 µl reactions consisting 

of: 2 µl DNA template; 10% D-(+)-trehalose; 0.25 mM dNTPs; 0.1 µM forward and reverse primers; and 

0.3125 units DreamTaq DNA Polymerase in DreamTaq Green Buffer (Thermofisher). Annealing 

temperature (X) varied by primer pair, but in general the following conditions were used: 95°C (3 min); 

35 reps of (95°C (30 s), X°C (40 s), 72°C (2 min)); 72°C (7 min); 4°C (hold). Amplified products were 

visualized using 2% agarose gel electrophoresis (0.4 h, 200 V). For analysis (3), loci distributions were 

compared against the null binomial distribution to evaluate significance. 

 To determine the minimum number of SNPs needed to predict each sex correctly, PLS regression 

was repeated for progressively increasing subsets of SNPs ordered by predictive weight magnitude. A 

leave-one-out cross-validation was performed for each subset to estimate the influence of individual 

variation on the model’s accuracy. The Florida Bass reference genome was BLAST-queried with fasta 

sequences associated with each SNP in the minimal subset, so that 150 bp flanking regions from matching 

regions could be mapped onto. The corresponding raw data (accession: SRX3141757) along with the 

queried fasta sequences were then aligned with program Bowtie2156 to genotype and sex-predict the 

Florida Bass voucher specimen. Sex-biased heterozygosity was also assessed for the most sex-linked 

SNPs in the minimum subset. 

 SMB RNAseq data (accession: SRX199239) was assembled into a transcriptome with program 

Trinity for further validation of both sex-specific and sex-linked markers. Loci were first searched directly 

for matches in the assembled transcriptome using command line BLAST+157. Matching transcripts were 

then BLAST-searched using the online blastx swissprot database, with high scoring matches to known 

sex-determining proteins being interpreted as positive validation92. Loci were also BLAST-searched 
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across the Florida Bass genome, so that their corresponding contigs could be searched for matches in the 

assembled transcriptome, then in the swissprot database. 

2.8: Population Genetics 

 Although not intended to have an informative geographic representation, SMB with at least 25% 

loci coverage in the merged sequence dataset had their ancestry inferred using program Structure. Ten 

replicates were performed at K-values one through five, so that optimal group number could be 

determined by ΔK and Ln(P(X|K)) selection158,159. Group assignment was also explored with DAPC (R 

package adagenet160) using the find.clusters command. 

 In preparation for future phylogeographic study, DNA was extracted from all 199 SMB angled 

for this thesis, ten live-sampled SMB from a tournament in Belleville, and twenty SMB angled in 2003 on 

the south shore of Lake Ontario near Pultneyville, NY53. All extractions occurred as described in section 

2.3 and were quantified by PicoGreen assay before -20°C storage. The shortest (i.e. least-cost) water-

connected distance between each pair of sampled locations (excluding the live-sampled tournament bass) 

was calculated using ArcMap and an adapted shoreline vector of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence 

River161. Lastly, to ensure an unbiased read representation in the resulting sequence database, selective 

PCR primers140 were designed to capture sex-informative loci and reduce the maximum number of 

sequenced RAD loci.  
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Table 1. Tissues retained, and variables recorded, by SMB collection method (tournament mortalities: n = 

637 as of April 2018; nest angling: n = 199). Prior analyses indicated by superscripts, analyses performed 

as part of this thesis indicated by asterisks. 

Tissues Tournament Mortalities Nest Angling Analysis Types 

Otoliths Yes No Aging144 

Spines Yes No Aging144 

Scales Yes Yes Aging144/Maturity34 

Stomach Contents Yes No Diet17 

Skeletal Muscle Yes No Diet17/Genomic* 

Pelvic Fin No Yes Genomic* 

Variables Tournament Mortalities Nest Angling Analysis Types 

Gonadal Sex Yes No Sex Determination* 

Swim Bladder Inflation Yes No Cause of Death 

Capture Location No Yes Phylogeography 

Fork Length Yes Yes Mortality Rate34 

Total Length Yes Yes Mortality Rate34 

Weight Yes No Condition Factor17 

Collection Date Yes Yes Historic Trends17 

Tag Numbers Yes Yes Population Size28 
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Figure 1. Map of recreational fishing tournament locations from which SMB mortalities used in this 

thesis were obtained, including their relative position within Lake Ontario (inset). Yellow: Quinte Fishing 

Series (Belleville). Green: Canadian Open (Kingston). Blue: Thousand Islands Open (Rockport). 
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Figure 2. Map of nest-angled SMB sampling sites for this thesis (red points), and of previously sampled 

Lake Ontario SMB sites in published phylogeographic studies (orange points, inset)53,55. Sample sizes 

shown as numbers to the left of each point. The Pultneyville, NY sampling location is indicated by the 

rightmost orange point of the inset. 
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Chapter 3: Results 

3.1: Sequencing Design 

 Due to a failure in the SMB transcriptome assembly by Trinity when using accession run 

SRR1793995, even after removing reads with ambiguous base calls, only data from run SRR1793937 was 

used to obtain a GC content of 43.85%. The diploid SMB genome size was estimated to be 1.98 Gb, using 

a nuclear DNA weight of 2.02 pg147 and multiplication factor 0.978*109 bp/pg162. The number of MluCI-

SphI fragments at each length (Figure 3) was then modelled by the following distribution: 

1.98 ∗ 109 ∗ 𝑆𝑥𝑀(1 −𝑀)𝑥(1 − 𝐼𝑆(1, 𝑥)) 

Where x is the fragment length, S the probability of an SphI recognition site occurring, M the probability 

of an MluCI recognition site occurring, and IS the regularized incomplete beta function for probability S. 

Using the negative binomial distribution function in R, the code for the model appears as: 

1.98 ∗ 109 ∗ 𝑆 ∗ 𝑑𝑛𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚(𝑥, 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 1, 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏 = 𝑀) ∗ 𝑝𝑛𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚(𝑥, 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 0, 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏 = 𝑆) 

No scaling was applied to compensate for the diploid genome size, as every SphI cleavage results in two 

potential MluCI-SphI loci. The frequency of each nucleotide in the recognition sites of SphI and MluCI 

were used to obtain probabilities S = 1.8*10-4 and M = 6.2*10-3 respectively. Size-selection was modelled 

by exponential dampening, with a multiplication factor of 1 − 𝑒𝑎−𝑥𝑏 (Figure 3). 

 Since most loci less than 33 bp long (after adapter ligation, excluding recognition sites) were 

expected to be removed by PCR purification, and loci greater than 967 bp long would be 

underrepresented by a shortened 30 s PCR elongation time, it was predicted that a maximum of 293,898 

loci would be sequenced by the MluCI-SphI protocol. Based on an estimated 135 million reads (90% of 

maximum 150 million), 28 samples (14 male, 14 female) and a random replicate were used in the first 

sequencing reaction. Since the 28 samples chosen for the second sequencing reaction (14 M, 14 F) 

included six (5 M, 1 F) from the first reaction, no replicate was conducted. 
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3.2: DNA Quality 

 A total of 95 SMB mortalities had DNA extracted in preparation for both sequencing reactions; 

however, only fifty of those met the 7.7 ng/µL concentration requirement. The average extraction 

concentration for the first sequencing reaction, as determined by spectrophotometry, was 32.0 ± 29.9 

ng/µL SD (standard deviation). All remaining extractions were quantified by fluorometry: 17.9 ± 13.8 

ng/µL SD for the second sequencing reaction; 140 ± 51.2 ng/µL SD for the 199 nest-angled samples; 72.6 

± 29.6 ng/µL SD for the ten tournament samples; and 42.2 ± 26.0 ng/µL SD for the nineteen successful 

Pultneyville samples. The average post-PCR sample concentration for the second reaction, as determined 

by rtPCR, was 37.0 ± 17.5 nM SD. The average pooled library concentration in the sequenceable size 

range, as determined by capillary electrophoresis, was 26.1 nM for the first reaction, and 2.6 nM for the 

second (Figure 4). 

3.3: Loci Construction 

 A total of 134 million reads were obtained in the first sequencing reaction, of which 91 million 

were retained after demultiplexing and quality filtering by cutadapt. For the second sequencing reaction, 

these values were 136 million and 33 million respectively. The catalog constructed by Stacks consisted of 

239,999 loci found in at least two samples for the first dataset, and 292,974 such loci for the merged 

dataset. The number of loci identified per individual ranged from 293 to 219,751 for the first dataset, and 

from 851 to 156,738 for the second dataset, with median values 15 thousand and 94 thousand respectively 

(Figure 5). Loci coverage for females was significantly lower than males in the first dataset (Welch’s two-

sample t-test: t = -1.99, df = 21.2, p = 0.03), but no significant sex difference existed in the second dataset 

(t = 0.77, df = 25.9, p = 0.45). Nine samples (6 M, 3 F) met the 25% loci coverage threshold in the first 

dataset for analysis (2), whereas 23 samples (12 M, 11 F) met the threshold in the merged dataset for 

analysis (3). The merged dataset consisted of 23 males and 27 females in total (Figure 6). 
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 Loci ranged in size from 15 bp to 136 bp, excluding recognition sites for all sizes except some 

loci in the 133-135 bp range, for which terminal MluCI sites (i.e. AATT) are not identifiable. The 

observed size distribution of loci between 41 bp and 132 bp long in the merged dataset followed the 

expected negative binomial distribution, with exponential dampening of more than 5% occurring for loci 

shorter than 41 bp (Figure 3). Approximately 50% of all loci were equal to or greater than 136 bp in 

length, with the remainder having an average length of 71 bp. Overall, 76% of the maximum sequence 

information was obtained in the merged dataset when only considering lengths of multi-sample loci. 

3.4: Sex-Specific Loci 

 No loci were found in every individual of either sex via analysis (1) due to many samples having 

low loci coverage. Instead, sex-specific loci candidates were selected based on their presence in as many 

individuals of one sex as possible while being absent in all individuals of the opposite sex (Figure 7). 

Fifty sex-specific loci were found in at least nine males, whereas no sex-specific loci were found in at 

least nine females. Of these loci, PCR primers could only be designed for 29 using primer-BLAST due to 

length and nucleotide composition. All 29 primer pairs successfully amplified the expected band length 

for all six SMB (3 M, 3 F) tested according to gel electrophoresis. 

 For analysis (2), 44,604 loci were identified in all nine samples with at least 25% loci coverage, 

with 4,918 loci in all males and no females (AMNF) and 34 loci in all females and no males (AFNM). 

This subset did not have enough statistical power to conclude that the presence of sex-specific loci 

violates the null distribution (binomial distribution: p = 1 for >0 AMNF loci; p = 0.43 for >0 AFNM loci). 

To narrow down the number of loci for additional PCR presence/absence testing, this analysis was 

repeated for progressively larger subsets containing the sample with the next-highest loci coverage, until 

all samples were included. No subset contained 0 AMNF and 0 AFNM loci, or 0 AMNF and >0 AFNM 

loci. In the 15-sample subset, there were 6 AMNF loci and 0 AFNM loci, all of which had already been 

considered for PCR presence/absence testing. 
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 For analysis (3), 17,091 loci were identified in all 23 samples, with 0 AMNF and 0 AFNM loci 

(Figure 8). This finding was not significantly different than the expected loci distribution under the 

assumption of no sex-specific loci (two-tailed exact binomial test: p = 1 for 0 AMNF; p = 1 for 0 AFNM). 

Since 48,493 and 26,153 loci were in all males and all females respectively, each chromosome was 

sampled an average of 1,054 times for males and 569 times for females. The observed absence of AMNF 

and AFNM markers persisted even after reversing the sex-assignment of all combinations of one through 

four of the 23 samples used in this analysis. 

3.5: Sex-Linked SNPs 

 Across the 17,091 loci found in all samples with 25% coverage in the merged dataset, 3,079 

variable regions were observed; however, only 2,138 were SNPs that passed the default quality control 

settings of PLINK. As can be seen when comparing the leave-one-out cross-validation and the full-sample 

PLS regressions (Figure 9), using all SNPs results in a predictive model that is not significantly different 

than random assignment (exact binomial test: p = 1). Based on the cross-validation, the minimum number 

of SNPs needed to correctly predict the sex of every SMB is seven, while the upper limit of sex-linked 

SNPs in the dataset is 188, equating to 8.8% of the genome. 

 No SNP met the q = 0.05 outlier threshold following selection analysis by Bayescan (Figure 10), 

but the seven most sex-predictive SNPs did correspond to the seven most-likely SNPs under sex-based 

selection and had residuals significantly greater than expected following exponential regression (log-

scaled gamma distribution: p < 0.001). Using the PLS model generated using all 23 samples and the seven 

most sex-predictive SNPs, the sex of the reference Florida Bass (BioSample: SAMN07502010) was 

correctly predicted to be female. Of these seven SNPs, only two showed sex-specific heterozygosity, both 

of which lacked heterozygotes across the eleven female samples and reference Florida Bass. When 

extending this analysis to the next-most sex-predictive SNPs, male-specific heterozygosity is first 

observed in the 16th-most sex-predictive SNP. 
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 Only two of the seven SNPs matched transcripts in the assembled SMB transcriptome following 

command-line BLAST+ searching, neither of which had demonstrated sex-specific heterozygosity earlier. 

Both transcripts failed to match any known proteins in the swissprot database using suggested E-value 

and percent similarity thresholds of 10-6 and 70%92. The best matching contigs to each of the seven SNPs 

in the Florida Bass genome assembly ranged in size from 5 kb to 43 kb, all of which are likely shorter 

than one centimorgan according to the highest average recombination rate (7.4 cM/Mb) observed across 

fish species163. Between 16 and 583 SMB transcripts matched each contig with command-line BLAST+ 

searching using an E-value threshold of 10-6. A minimum score of 400 was used to further narrow down 

the number of transcripts to evaluate from 1,544 to 162. None of the 162 transcripts matched any known 

proteins at the above-described thresholds; however, 36 transcripts contained putative conserved domains. 

These domains belonged to functional superfamilies consisting of periplasmic binding proteins, reverse 

transcriptases, transposases, endonucleases, and hydrolases. 

3.6: Population Genetics 

 The parameter lambda for the 2,138 SNP dataset was estimated to be 0.418 assuming a single 

unstratified population for the 23 SMB samples. Based on the distribution of Ln(P(X|K)) for K-values one 

through five, there was a clear maximum likelihood at K = 2 (Figure 11). The greatest rate of likelihood 

change (ΔK) also occurred going from K = 1 to K = 2 (Figure 12). Hierarchical inferred ancestry 

admixtures for each sample indicated conflicting assignments between K-values (Figure 13). 

Discriminant analysis of principal components generally assigned samples to the same groups as their 

majority admixture indicated by Structure (Figure 14). Following removal of the seven most sex-

predictive SNPs, the average fixation index between groups did not significantly change for ten replicates 

at K = 2 (Welch’s two-sample t-test: t = 0.25, df = 16.3, p-value = 0.81). 

 Besides DNA extraction and quantification, progress toward fine-scale phylogeography also 

consisted of distance calculations and selective primer design. Least-cost water paths between all 

combinations of nest-angling sampling sites ranged from 4.6 km to 93 km (Figure 15), with an average 
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distance of 35 ± 21 km SD and a mean increase of 4.4 ± 4.2 km SD from direct path distances. Nucleotide 

frequencies tended toward their expected value when further downstream of the SphI recognition site 

(Figure 16); however, proximal G and A content were approximately 50% underrepresented and 

overrepresented respectively. A degenerate overhang (sequence: ANW) for selective primers was chosen 

only based on abilities to sequence sex-predictive loci (four of the seven most sex-predictive SNPs) and 

reduce the total number of loci, as the average likelihood that each locus contained a variable region only 

ranged from 11% to 12% across proximal nucleotides. 
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Figure 3. Size distribution in nucleotides (nt) of forward strand MluCI-SphI fragments in the SMB 

genome: according to the negative binomial prediction (red line); observed in at least two of the fifty 

SMB in the merged sequence dataset excluding 136 nt loci (blue points); according to the least squares 

fitted exponentially dampened negative binomial model (black line). 
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Figure 4. Bioanalyzer size distributions of select post-PCR samples and final DNA libraries. All panels 

except the bottom right were conducted at Queen’s University, with the bottom right panel conducted at 

The Centre for Applied Genomics. The first sequenced library is labelled MdSLM1, the second as 

MdSLM3. Fluorescence units (FU) are plotted against base pairs (bp). Raw data not available. 
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Figure 5. Ordered loci coverage by individual for the first (orange) and second (green) sequence datasets. 

Dashed lines indicate median loci coverage.  
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Figure 6. Ordered loci coverage by individual for the merged sequence dataset. Squares indicate male 

samples, circles indicate female samples. The 25% loci coverage threshold occurs in the coverage gap 

between samples 27 and 28. 
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Figure 7. Distribution of putative sex-specific loci in the first sequence dataset, across male (top) and 

female (bottom) samples. All loci found in at least nine members of one sex, and zero of the opposite sex, 

were considered for PCR presence/absence testing.
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Figure 8. Distribution of loci in the merged sequence dataset found in all members of the opposite sex, 

across male (top) and female (bottom) samples. The absence of loci at n = 0 for both males and females 

indicates no female-specific or male-specific markers were found respectively.
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Figure 9. Predictive accuracy of partial least squares regressions for SMB sex. Each model is built using 

an increasing subset of the most sex-predictive SNPs, ordered by the magnitude of their weight in the full-

sample PLS model built with all SNPs. The red line indicates the number of correct sex predictions for 

models built with all 23 SMB. The blue points indicate the total correct sex assignments of 23 models 

built using 22 SMB to predict the left-out sample’s sex at each SNP number. 
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Figure 10. Bayesian q-values of SNPs being under sex-based selection (blue points), ordered from 

smallest to greatest, as determined by Bayescan. The dashed line indicates a linear fit of the log-

transformed SNP order against q-values. The triple asterisk indicates SNPs (n = 18) whose absolute 

residual values have a p-value ≤ 0.001 according to a maximum-likelihood estimated gamma distribution. 

The q-threshold of 0.05 is not visible on this scale. 
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Figure 11. Distribution of Ln(P(X|K)) for K-values one through five, following ten replicates of Structure 

on the 23 SMB dataset containing 2,138 SNPs. Error bars indicate standard deviation. 
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Figure 12. Distribution of ΔK (change in log-likelihood) for K-values two through five, following ten 

replicates of Structure on the 23 SMB dataset containing 2,138 SNPs. Error bars indicate standard 

deviation by error propagation.
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Figure 13. Hierarchical population structure for K-values two through five, showing the highest 

likelihood group assignment out of ten Structure replicates, with colours indicating group membership. 

Individual SMB are grouped on the x-axis by the host city of the tournament they were angled for. K = 4 

shows the highest log-likelihood assignment of all fifty trials. 
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Figure 14. Cluster assignment following discriminant analysis of principal components using R package 

adagenet, with colours indicating group membership. Principal component one (33%) is on the y-axis, 

principal component two (24%) on the x-axis.
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Figure 15. Least-cost paths (water = 1, land = 1,000,000) between all nest-angled SMB sampling sites 

(red points) as determined by ArcMap. Islands shown in green for clarity. Paths calculated with a grid-

based raster on an Albers projection, whereas map is projected onto a Mercator auxiliary sphere, hence 

the rotation of line segments. 
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Figure 16. Proportion of total nucleotides (nt) for adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C), and guanine 

(G) at each downstream position from SphI recognition sites in the merged sequence dataset. 
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Chapter 4: Discussion 

 Unlike the relatively straightforward XY and ZW sex determination systems in most mammals 

and reptiles164, SD in fish is highly variable across and within species75. Knowledge of a species’ SD 

system and being able to genetically identify sex go hand in hand, while allowing for better regulation and 

resource utilization. In species with male natal philopatry like SMB, genetic sex identification opens the 

door for studies using nonlethal male-only phylogeographic samples without the stratification bias at sex-

linked loci. Population genetics can then inform which geographic regions correspond to reproductive 

units and indicate whether certain regulations of catch-and-release angling should be modified to best 

preserve SMB genetic diversity and demographics. By conserving local adaptation through limited 

anthropogenic displacement, SMB populations in Lake Ontario will be more sustainable and productive, 

improving their economic and ecological value. 

 Using reduced-representation NGS, I investigated various aspects of SMB sex determination and 

how they might apply to their management and future study. The thesis took an iterative approach, and 

methods were adapted to address new questions as they arose, resulting in the three following 

subquestions: whether SMB have sex-specific markers; whether SMB have SNPs under sex-based 

selection; and whether SMB sex can be predicted using SNPs. Significant findings were made regarding 

both the processes used and the biological hypotheses I set out to test. Emphasis is made on how these 

findings can be directly applied to DNA sequencing of the nest-angled SMB collected for this thesis. 

4.1: Sample Collection 

 This thesis relied upon SMB samples obtained both as tournament mortalities and from nest-

targeted angling, two underrepresented types of assessment gear165 that capture fish with unique 

characteristics (e.g. largeness and natal philopatry). Methods of tissue preservation varied between 

assessment types and had an observable effect on DNA extraction concentrations and subsequent library 

quality. Collection of pelvic fin clips in ethanol increased average DNA concentration by nearly 8 times 

compared to the sequenced frozen skeletal muscle samples, with concentrations only decreasing by a 
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factor of three after fifteen years of fin clip storage at room temperature. Furthermore, the success rate of 

DNA extraction (i.e. obtaining at least 7.7 ng/µL of DNA) nearly doubled from frozen skeletal muscle 

samples to ethanol immersed fin clips. 

 These differences are likely not due to tissue type and storage conditions alone, but also the 

length of time between fish death and processing. Future studies using SMB tournament mortalities as a 

DNA source for NGS would benefit from faster processing times, lower batch sizes, and knowledge of 

how long ago the fish had died before being placed on ice. Due to the difficulty of tracking each mortality 

in a given tournament day, the latter could be achieved by using a separate collection cooler for recent 

deaths. By focusing DNA extraction effort on samples that have had little opportunity to degrade or 

decompose, the cost and efficiency of the process would be improved, and the sequence quality increased. 

4.2: Library Preparation 

 A large variety of NGS library preparation methods have been presented in the literature142, all 

with the aim of producing a dataset that best addresses a specific biological research question. A double-

digest RADseq approach, also known as two-enzyme GBS, was adapted and modified for the sequencing 

reactions conducted for this thesis. Based on the Bioanalyzer and read processing results, the library 

preparation method for each sequencing reaction greatly affected the quantity and distribution of retained 

sequences. Although the total sequence data retained decreased threefold for individual PCR and rtPCR 

quantification, the sixfold increase in median loci coverage more than compensated for the total data 

reduction. Median coverage is arguably more valuable in comparison studies (i.e. characterizing sex-

linked or phylogeographic markers), as loci not present in all or most individuals cannot be evaluated. 

However, given a fixed distribution of loci across samples, more sequence data can still increase the 

robustness of comparative analyses. 

 Part of the reason behind the data reduction is that higher quality samples were not able to 

compensate for lower quality samples when pooled after PCR. This is particularly evident in Figure 4, 
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where sample 5 has relatively greater adapter spikes than undiluted samples S8 and S9. These spikes are 

greatly diminished in the normalized samples 8 and 9, which means that more of their 2 nM of DNA 

consisted of the desired SMB library. As a result, the final pooled library had more adapters and adapter 

dimers than expected, which were sequenced along with the intended DNA fragments. Since the post-

PCR pooling method is valuable for increasing coverage of lower quality samples, future solutions could 

include direct size-selection to eliminate the adapter spike should higher quality samples not be available. 

4.3: Sequencing Design 

 Modelling the expected MluCI-SphI fragment size distribution for the SMB genome de novo 

using a negative binomial distribution informed by transcriptome GC content and nucleic weight was 

highly successful. Although a more exact distribution can now be estimated with the Florida Bass 

assembly, the model still saves substantial time and resources, and can be used for other non-model 

organisms without a genomic reference. Exponentially dampening the expected coverage of short, 

partially purified loci also appears to be a useful heuristic and confirmed that reads shorter than 

approximately 40 bp are significantly excluded by PCR purification. Since 40 bp is still below even the 

lowest NGS read length of 50 bp, indirect size-selection by PCR purification remains an obstacle to 

maximizing obtained sequence data. Specialized purification kits that yield higher length fragments may 

be one avenue to explore but they likely still result in a range of partially purified fragments that would 

not be sequenced at the same consistency as larger, unaffected fragments. 

 Since greater data quantity equates to greater loci coverage, more SNPs genotyped, and higher 

genotyping confidence, it is recommended to supplement size-selection by Pippin Prep gel 

electrophoresis when those traits are desired, and resources are available. For this thesis, including loci of 

suboptimal length allowed for the predicted size distribution to be verified, and for identification of the 

seven most sex-predictive SNPs. Although none of the seven SNPs occurred in 136 bp loci, which were 

equally numerous as all other loci lengths combined, sex-linked markers almost certainly do exist within 
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longer MluCI-SphI fragments and could be better characterized by a dataset consisting solely of 

maximum length reads. 

 One of the drawbacks of having loci with varied lengths is that most programs (e.g. Stacks) are 

designed to produce summary statistics from a single file consisting of a single read length and are thus 

unusable. Compiling outputs from each length bin, then converting them into various formats, requires 

additional time and expertise that may not be readily available for typical users of straightforward 

software packages. Furthermore, conversion software for population genetics (e.g. PGDSpider166) can 

only handle a single input file format at a time. This means that compilation of outputs with varying 

biological and genetic sample sizes must be conducted beforehand anyway. For the purposes of this 

thesis, the parallelization of length bins offered great utility in terms of: reducing computation time; 

decreasing incorrect loci splitting due to suboptimal read lengths; and in silico restriction digest of 

fragments that did not cleave to completion. 

4.4: Sex-Specific Loci 

 Several studies to date have used RADseq to explore SD in non-model vertebrates83,85,167,168, most 

of which have relied on loci found only in one sex or the other to develop a PCR based test for identifying 

sex in local populations. Some of these studies have disproved long standing hypotheses, such as all 

reptiles having ZW sex chromosomes168, whereas others have found no sex-specific loci, only QTLs 

highly associated with sex85. Regardless of whether their findings are what was expected, NGS-based 

investigations into SD systems help to expand our understanding of these organisms’ developmental 

biology, which in turn provides management insights and opportunities. 

 The first sequencing reaction for this thesis was heavily biased toward males in terms of loci 

coverage, and as a result yielded false positive sex-specific loci candidates as verified through 

presence/absence PCR. Since no conclusion could be drawn regarding subquestion 1a with these results, 

even after analysis (2), the second sequencing reaction was designed to compensate for gaps in the first 
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dataset. The merged dataset from both sequencing reactions adequately addressed the male loci coverage 

bias and provided enough individuals of both sexes with at least 25% loci coverage to ensure no spurious 

sex-specific loci were expected. The absence of AMNF and AFNM loci in both distributions as shown in 

Figure 8, and throughout the sex-reversal permutations, fails to reject null hypothesis 1a, and allows us to 

extend the conclusion to female-specific markers as well (i.e. neither an XY or ZW system). 

 Although the data suggests no sex-specific markers exist in the SMB genome, which is supported 

by the Micropterus karyotype, there could still theoretically be a sufficiently small sex-specific region 

that was missed by the reduced representation sequencing method. This region would either be on a 

homologous sex chromosome or result in a size difference imperceptible by microscopy. In either case, it 

would be a function of little evolutionary divergence, and would likely take the form of a small variant, 

such as an SNP. This situation has been observed even in fish where karyotype evidence does support 

heteromorphic sex chromosomes, as within the Sebastes genus82. The only way to fully confirm the 

absence of sex-specific markers would be a whole-genome sequencing approach of male and female 

SMB, which may not be necessary if SNPs can identify sex just as well. 

4.5: Sex-Linked SNPs 

 Since SMB and closely related fish species lack linkage maps and chromosome-level genome 

assemblies, it is not possible to accurately localize variants for cluster-based outlier analysis169. With a 

linkage map or chromosome assembly, neighbouring SNPs can be assigned to a single QTL when the 

logarithm of odds score of surrounding SNPs forms a continuous probability distribution with a single 

mode85,170. Compared to the individual approach, clustering SNPs can: identify otherwise undetected 

outliers that form part of the expected distribution; and exclude outliers whose neighbours do not form 

this distribution. When using Bayescan to evaluate individual SNP selection without a linkage map, these 

false negative and false positive limitations should be considered. 
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 As seen in Figure 10, the Bayesian probability of each SNP being under sex-based selection is 

insufficient evidence to conclude that they are either part of, or in linkage disequilibrium with, a sex-

determining genetic factor. In failing to reject null hypothesis 1b; however, it should be noted that the q-

value associated with the Bayesian test is much more stringent than a frequentist p-value, as described in 

the user manual for the program Bayescan171. Furthermore, the much smaller sample size used in this 

study than elsewhere (e.g. 23 SMB compared to 203 American Lobster92) reduces the power to detect 

selection based on observed allele frequencies. For these reasons, along with the inherent limitations of 

the individual approach, alternative assessments of SNP sex-predictivity were warranted. 

 The PLS regression with leave-one-out cross-validation demonstrated: (1) that SMB sex could be 

predicted with seven SNPs when controlling for individual variation; and (2) provided an estimate as to 

the maximum proportion of the genome in linkage disequilibrium with sex-determining QTLs. The first 

result also extended to the reference Florida Bass, suggesting that the mechanism of SD may be 

conserved across the Micropterus genus. Although none of the seven SNPs or their associated contigs 

matched transcripts homologous to known sex-determining proteins or conserved domains, 78% of 

assessed transcripts failed to produce any significant matches. This lack of knowledge regarding fish gene 

functionality presents another obstacle to fully understanding SD in SMB, but it does not allow us to rule 

out sex-predictivity of the seven SNPs. 

 According to the evidence collected in this thesis we can: reject null hypothesis 1c, concluding 

that SMB sex can be predicted with SNPs; and reject null hypothesis 1, as SMB do appear to have sex-

linked genomic markers. Further validation of the predictive SNPs should be conducted using SMB raised 

in controlled temperature regimes, as temperature may be a confounding factor, especially since their SD 

mechanism may be polygenic. Given the changing environmental conditions of Lake Ontario, sex 

predictive SNPs for wild SMB may not maintain accuracy when developmental temperature is not taken 

into consideration. This is also expected to be the case in the closely related Bluegill, which have 

demonstrated both a temperature-genotype SD interaction111 and an absence of sex-specific genomic 
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markers114. By combining the age of the fish and historic temperature profiles in Lake Ontario, a more 

accurate SNP model could be built with a joint genetic-environmental dataset. 

 For the time being, PCR-based genotyping172 of sex-predictive SNPs, instead of NGS arrays or 

selective primers, is recommended for identifying the sex of nest-angled SMB. This approach has a 

higher likelihood of uniform success, lower cost of repetition, and since the SNPs in question are located 

on loci of suboptimal length, would not compromise the maximum attainable sequence information. 

Linkage disequilibrium analysis could then be used to identify and remove other SNPs in the 

phylogeographic dataset that are significantly associated with the known sex-predictive SNPs. These 

additional sex-linked SNPs could then be used to supplement the PLS model and be evaluated for sex-

based selection with Bayescan. 

 Although the best targeted overhang for a selective primer only captures four of the seven most 

sex-predictive SNPs, the deficiency of proximate G nucleotides suggests selective primers could still be 

used to improve the quality of sequence data. Due to the SphI recognition site ending in a C, proximate G 

nucleotides provide an opportunity for CpG methylation to occur, which is an epigenetic regulator of gene 

expression that can vary between individuals173. One explanation of the observed deficiency is that the 

presence of methylated CpG may inhibit sequencing, despite not affecting endonuclease activity174. 

Unlike in the human genome, where there is a substantial deficiency of CpG sites compared to random 

expectation175, fish do not appear to be under the same depletion pressure173. By avoiding proximate G 

nucleotides with an HNN-overhang selective primer, MluCI-SphI loci might see a more consistent 

sequence representation. 

4.6: Population Genetics 

 Geographic patterns in genomic markers such as SNPs can indicate emergent speciation and local 

adaptation in populations46, as deviations from random assortment of alleles indicate reproductive 

stratification. Although discerning whether allele frequency differences are due to genetic drift or natural 
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selection requires additional evidence176, the presence of genetically diverse subpopulations is valuable 

information in its own right177. Since the SMB samples used to evaluate SD were randomly sampled from 

Eastern Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River, they can provide some phylogeographic insight despite 

not being tied to specific capture locations. In addition to the technical findings arrived at through 

characterizing sex-linked markers, this will assist future study on SMB in the area. 

 Around 25 samples are sufficient to estimate allele frequencies within a population when using 

microsatellites145, so if the 23 SMB used for analysis (3) are assumed to come from a single FMZ 20 

reproductive unit, we can theoretically reject null hypothesis 2 by characterizing their genetic structure. 

However, one major limitation is that we cannot accurately describe further subdivisions should they 

exist, as not enough SMB samples will have been included. Methods such as Structure assign groups to 

SNPs that maximize the likelihood genotypes have occurred due to random chance given each allele 

frequency43. So, when subpopulations have few representatives, allele frequencies are greatly influenced 

by individual genotypes, which can decrease the likelihood of that group’s detection. 

 Techniques of choosing the ideal group number (K) are based on the likelihood described above, 

Ln(P(X|K)), but some studies have observed a nondecreasing likelihood function, implying an infinite 

optimal group number158. Since this finding is not biologically meaningful, as it confirms the obvious fact 

that individuals are genetically unique, different methods of evaluating the likelihood have been 

proposed, such as the second order derivative (ΔK). When determining the ideal K by this approach, you 

lose the ability to evaluate panmixia, which is why reviewers have recommended applying multiple 

techniques of K-selection159. Based on the likelihoods shown in Figures 11 and 12, an optimal group 

number of two is reached by both the Ln(P(X|K)) and the ΔK methods, suggesting that K = 2 is not an 

overestimate, and that K = 1 is not the best explanation for the observed genotypes. 

 Due to the relatively consistent admixture proportion across samples when K = 2 (Figure 13), and 

the shift toward distinct groups with lower consistency at higher K values, the optimal value should be 

interpreted more as a rejection of panmixia rather than concrete evidence for exactly two subpopulations. 
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Interpretive caution is also advised based on the low sample size, especially for some of the distinct 

groups that arise when K = 4 and K = 5. As stated earlier, only having a single representative from those 

groups is very limiting in terms of predicting allele frequencies of the populations they belong to. Thus, 

we can reject null hypothesis 2, asserting that population structure does exist among tournament-angled 

SMB in FMZ 20, and conclude that there are at least two isolated reproductive units in the area. 

 Since the K = 4 group assignment had the highest likelihood of all Structure replicates, with the 

small sized groups corresponding to geographic tournament location (Figure 13), it is likely the closest 

approximation of true structure we can surmise from the dataset. In this case, orange corresponds to a 

Belleville subpopulation and red to a Rockport subpopulation. Distant outliers that belong to their own 

groups according to DAPC (Figure 14) also suggest a biologically meaningful interpretation. For 

example, the single red, orange and yellow points when K = 5 may correspond to geographically distant 

populations to the central fishing area (i.e. Bay of Quinte, Main Duck Island, St. Lawrence River).  

 When assessing fine-scale population structure using the nest-angled SMB, the elongated central 

cluster in Figure 14 suggests that an allele-cline approach44 might be best suited to describe their genetic 

relation. This continuous structure method is still in its early development stage and does not consider 

geographic obstructions such as islands and shorelines. The least-cost paths shown in Figure 15 could be 

used to improve the allele-cline analysis, as well as pairwise fixation and physical distance regression. 

However, calculating these distances with ArcMap is somewhat limited, as paths can only follow four 

possible orientations due to the underlying grid-based cost raster, frequently causing overestimation. The 

most accurate way to calculate these distances would be one of iterative tangents, where line segments 

can be of any length and in any direction, and always touch at least one obstacle. In reviewing for this 

thesis, I have not encountered a program that could do so, let alone consider a cost raster for probability 

of travel (based on water depth, fetch, disturbance, etc.) as well. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

 Fisheries are one of the most valuable natural resources in the world yet still suffer from high 

rates of overexploitation and management strategies based on incomplete information. Smallmouth Bass 

form a significant basis of Canada’s lucrative recreational fishing industry, but little is known about their 

population structure in Lake Ontario. Regulated as a single unit, Fisheries Management Zone 20, SMB in 

Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River are regularly displaced large distances throughout the angling 

season without restriction. This artificial translocation has the potential to diminish their genetic diversity 

and local adaptation, reducing fitness and sustainability of the SMB fishery. A further limitation to affect 

management is the lack of knowledge regarding sex determination, as sex plays a key role in fish 

behaviour and how they are impacted by recreational angling. Being able to genetically sex SMB can 

provide accurate nonlethal estimates of effective population size and improve phylogeographic analyses. 

 Through massive parallel DNA sequencing of tournament-angled mortalities, this thesis advanced 

our current understanding of SMB sex determination and population structure in Eastern Lake Ontario. 

We failed to reject the hypothesis that SMB have sex-specific markers, suggesting that SD occurs by 

neither an XY nor ZW chromosome system. This finding is contrary to one study involving gynogenetic 

offspring of Largemouth Bass107, but in line with the Micropterus karyotype101,102 and AFLP analysis in 

Bluegill114. We also showed that SMB sex could be predicted with a seven SNP panel uninfluenced by 

individual variation; however, no SNP alone met the standard Bayesian significance threshold for sex-

based selection. This panel did not match any transcripts in an assembled SMB transcriptome 

homologous to conserved sex-determining domains, but the panel was able to correctly predict the sex of 

a female Florida Bass from whole genome sequencing data. 

 By collecting exact location data and tissue samples from nest-angled SMB during the spawning 

season, this thesis also set the stage for future fine-scale genomic geography. Using the SNP panel 

developed for this study, we can identify the sex of nonlethally sampled fish, and verify that it is a male-

biased dataset. This bias can now be overcome by removing SNPs in linkage disequilibrium with sex-
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predictive variants, preventing an overestimation of population structure due to lower effective population 

size at male-linked loci. We also explored the genetic structure of the 23 tournament mortalities in our 

sequence dataset and found evidence that they do not form a single population with random mating, 

corroborating the St. Lawrence River reproductive barrier hypothesis based on microsatellite evidence 

from SMB in upstate NY tributaries and the south side of Lake Ontario55. Due to sample size limitations 

of subpopulations, we are not able to accurately describe the optimal number of groups beyond K = 2. 

Since some clusters approximately corresponded to the fishing tournament of origin’s host city, there is 

likely a geographic basis to the observed patterns in genetic structure, meaning that additional fine-scale 

investigation is warranted. 

 Our findings regarding SMB sex determination and population genetics provide interesting 

evolutionary insights into the Centrarchid family of freshwater fish and can inform better SMB 

management in FMZ 20 and abroad. Through investigating their genetic mechanism of SD, we show that 

a heteromorphic sex chromosome system is not supported by sequence evidence, and that a polygenic 

QTL system is likely in place. The similarity of our findings to previous work on Bluegill suggests that 

TSD may also be conserved, which would imply some population-level adaptability to environmental 

change. Furthermore, the sex-identifying SNP panel presented and tested on a reference Florida Bass 

suggests that a nonlethal DNA-based survey could be put in place to monitor sex ratios in the wild. By 

demonstrating that SMB do not exhibit random mating in Eastern Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence 

River, we provide rationale for limiting anthropogenic displacement until further fine-scale 

phylogeographic analysis is completed. Besides conducting double-digest RADseq and subsequent 

structure analysis on the nest-angled SMB collected as part of this thesis, future research can also further 

our understanding of their SD mechanism. This would include expanding the Florida Bass reference 

genome to the chromosome or linkage group level so that sex-predictive SNPs can be localized, and 

sequencing a male Micropterus genome to verify the absence of sex-specific genomic regions.  
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Appendix I: Library Schematic 

 

                                                  Read 1 Oligos (SphI)                            

 

Sequencing Primer: 5’                          ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCT               

PCR Primer:        5’ AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCT               

Selective Primer:  5’ AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTIIIIICATGCANW  

Top Adapter:       5’                                        CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTXXXXXCATG      

Bottom Adapter:    3’                                        GTGCTGCGAGAAGGCTAGAXXXXX          

 

Library Top:       5’ AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTXXXXXCATGCANWNN... 

Library Bottom:    3’ TTACTATGCCGCTGGTGGCTCTAGATGTGAGAAAGGGATGTGCTGCGAGAAGGCTAGAXXXXXGTACGTNWNN... 

 

 

 

                                                  Read 2 Oligos (MluCI) 

 

Top Adapter:       5’      AATTXXXXXAGATCGGAAGAGCGGGGACTTT 

Bottom Adapter:    3’          XXXXXTCTAGCCTTCTCGCCAAGTCGTCCTTACGGCTCTGGCTAG 

PCR Primer:        3’                              AAGTCGTCCTTACGGCTCTGGCTAGAGCATACGGCAGAAGACGAAC 

Sequencing Primer: 3’               TCTAGCCTTCTCGCCAAGTCGTCCTTACGGCTCTGGC 

 

Library Top:       5’ ...NNAATTXXXXXAGATCGGAAGAGCGGTTCAGCAGGAATGCCGAGACCGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG 

Library Bottom:    3’ ...NNTTAAXXXXXTCTAGCCTTCTCGCCAAGTCGTCCTTACGGCTCTGGCTAGAGCATACGGCAGAAGACGAAC 

 

 

 

Legend 

 

Black & Underlined Illumina anchor 

Black:Green  Primer binding site 

IIIII    Polydeoxyinosine linker (length cannot vary from 5) 

XXXXX    Molecular identifier (length varied from 5 to 8) 

Blue    SphI or MluCI recognition site 

Purple   Selection overhang 

Red    Y-adapter overhang  
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Appendix II: Molecular Identifiers 

Number Top Adapter Sequence 

1:  ATTAT 

2:  CACCA 

3:  CCTCG 

4:  CTTGA 

5:  GGATA 

6:  GGTGT 

7:  TATGT 

8:  TGCTT 

9:  AACTGG 

10:  ACAACT 

11:  ATAGAT 

12:  CAGATA 

13:  GAAGTG 

14:  GGCTTA 

15:  TCTTGG 

16:  TCACTG 

17:  ACCAGGA 

18:  CCACTCA 

19:  CCGAACA 

20:  CTAAGCA 

21:  CTCGCGG 

22:  GCGTCCT 

23:  GGAACGA 

24:  TAGCCAA 

25:  ACTGCGAT 

26:  ATGAGCAA 

27:  GCCTACCT 

28:  TAGCGGAT 

29:  TGACGCCA 
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Appendix III: Most Sex-Predictive Loci 

 

Naming Convention: Length_CatalogID_Position_Code 

Shorthand:   Length_Code 

 

 

>33_374_7_W 

CATTTAGWAGACACTTTCCAGCGTGAATGGGTC 

 

>34_1099_16_K 

AATCATTTAGAGGACCKGCAGCACTTACCTTTTC 

 

>37_379_21_W 

TATGACTATGGCCTTTGCTATWGATGAGATTAACAAA 

 

>39_687_34_K 

TCTTTCTTTTCTACCTCAAAAGAGGTGTCAGGTTKGGCT 

 

>44_644_33_R 

ACAACGGTCTTGCCTCAAGCAAAGATGCAACATRATGGACCTTC 

 

>73_151_59_K 

ACATTATGGCTACTCCACATAAAGTTGGCTGTGCACATCCTCAGAAGTGAACACTGTGTKACGAACCACATGC 

 

>89_598_1_K 

AKTTGGTGTGAGGGACCCAGGTTCAAGTCCCCACTGTCACACATCCTGAGCAAGATACTTAACCCCTCGTTGCTCCTGACATGGACAGC 
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Appendix IV: Sex-Predictive Genotypes 

 

Loci  33_W 34_K 37_W 39_K 44_R 73_K 89_K 

Allele  T T A T G G G 

 

F343  0 0 0 1 1 1 0 

F344  0 1 0 1 1 1 0 

F345  0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

F349  0 0 0 0 1 2 0 

F350  0 0 0 1 1 2 0 

F381  0 0 0 1 2 1 0 

F383  0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

F461  2 0 0 2 2 2 0 

F463  0 0 0 2 2 2 0 

F471  0 2 0 1 2 2 0 

F614  1 0 0 1 1 0 0 

 

M10  2 1 0 0 0 0 1 

M26  1 2 1 0 2 1 1 

M347  1 1 0 0 0 1 0 

M382  1 0 1 0 0 1 1 

M387  1 1 0 0 1 1 0 

M441  2 2 2 0 0 0 1 

M445  1 1 1 0 1 0 0 

M455  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

M456  2 0 0 2 0 0 1 

M462  1 1 1 0 1 0 1 

M467  0 2 2 0 0 0 1 

M477  1 2 1 1 0 2 2 

 

Ref  2 0 0 1 2 0 0 
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Appendix V: Nucleotide Codes 

 

Letter Code Nucleotides 

 

A:  Adenine 

C:  Cytosine 

G:  Guanine 

T:  Thymine 

U:  Uracil 

 

K:  G/T 

M:  A/C 

R:  A/G 

S:  C/G 

W:  A/T 

Y:  C/T 

 

B:  C/G/T 

D:  A/G/T 

H:  A/C/T 

V:  A/C/G 

 

N:  A/C/G/T 
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Appendix VI: Select Shell and R Scripts 

VI.I: Read Processing 

##This command demultiplexes reads by molecular identifier for the sequence library MdSLM1_R1.fastq.gz 

 

cutadapt -g ATTAT=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTATTATCATGC -g CACCA=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTCACCACATGC -g 

CCTCG=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTCCTCGCATGC -g CTTGA=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTCTTGACATGC -g 

GGATA=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTGGATACATGC -g GGTGT=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTGGTGTCATGC -g 

TATGT=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTTATGTCATGC -g TGCTT=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTTGCTTCATGC -g 

AACTGG=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTAACTGGCATGC -g ACAACT=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTACAACTCATGC -g 

ATAGAT=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTATAGATCATGC -g CAGATA=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTCAGATACATGC -g 

GAAGTG=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTGAAGTGCATGC -g GGCTTA=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTGGCTTACATGC -g 

TCTTGG=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTTCTTGGCATGC -g TCACTG=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTTCACTGCATGC -g 

ACCAGGA=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTACCAGGACATGC -g CCACTCA=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTCCACTCACATGC -g 

CCGAACA=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTCCGAACACATGC -g CTAAGCA=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTCTAAGCACATGC -g 

CTCGCGG=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTCTCGCGGCATGC -g GCGTCCT=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTGCGTCCTCATGC -g 

GGAACGA=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTGGAACGACATGC -g TAGCCAA=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTTAGCCAACATGC -g 

ACTGCGAT=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTACTGCGATCATGC -g ATGAGCAA=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTATGAGCAACATGC -g 

GCCTACCT=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTGCCTACCTCATGC -g TAGCGGAT=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTTAGCGGATCATGC -g 

TGACGCCA=CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTTGACGCCACATGC -o R-{name}.fastq.gz MdSLM1_R1.fastq.gz --max-n=0 --no-indels -O 

10 --discard-untrimmed 

 

 

##Next three commands conducted with XXXXX replaced by each molecular identifier sequence 

 

cutadapt -o RC-XXXXX.fastq.gz R-XXXXX.fastq.gz --minimum-length 137 

fastx_trimmer -l 136 -i RC-XXXXX.fastq -o RCt-XXXXX.fastq -Q33 

cutadapt -a AATT -o RCta-XXXXX.fastq.gz RCt-XXXXX.fastq.gz --no-indels -O 4 -e 0 

 

 

##This command runs over two arrays, $SGE_TASK_ID from 1 to 136, and $1 from 1 to the number of samples 

##The file ‘names’ is a column of each sample’s output name, in the form of RCta-XXXXX.fastq.gz 

##Output directories contain a fastq file for each sample, consisting only of a single read length 

 

cutadapt --minimum-length $SGE_TASK_ID --maximum-length $SGE_TASK_ID -o ./RCta$SGE_TASK_ID/$(sed $1'q;d' 

names) ../$(sed $1'q;d' names) 
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VI.II: Loci Construction 

##Same array spans as before for variables $SGE_TASK_ID and $1 

 

ustacks -t gzfastq -f ./RCta$SGE_TASK_ID/$(sed $1'q;d' names) -o ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID -i $1 -p 6 

 

cstacks -b 1 -p 6 -o ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-AACTGG -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-ACAACT -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-ACCAGGA -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-ACTGCGAT -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-ATAGAT -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-ATGAGCAA -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-ATTAT -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-CACCA -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-CAGATA -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-CCACTCA -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-CCGAACA -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-CCTCG -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-CTAAGCA -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-CTCGCGG -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-CTTGA -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-GAAGTG -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-GCCTACCT -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-GCGTCCT -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-GGAACGA -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-GGATA -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-GGCTTA -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-GGTGT -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-TAGCCAA -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-TAGCGGAT -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-TATGT -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-TCACTG -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-TCTTGG -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-TGACGCCA -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-TGCTT 

 

sstacks -b 1 -p 6 -o ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID -c ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/batch_1 -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-AACTGG -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-ACAACT -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-ACCAGGA -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-ACTGCGAT -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-ATAGAT -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-ATGAGCAA -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-ATTAT -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-CACCA -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-CAGATA -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-CCACTCA -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-CCGAACA -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-CCTCG -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-CTAAGCA -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-CTCGCGG -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-CTTGA -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-GAAGTG -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-GCCTACCT -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-GCGTCCT -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-GGAACGA -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-GGATA -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-GGCTTA -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-GGTGT -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-TAGCCAA -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-TAGCGGAT -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-TATGT -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-TCACTG -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-TCTTGG -s ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-TGACGCCA -s 

./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/RCta-TGCTT 

 

populations -P ./stacksRCta$SGE_TASK_ID/ -M ./sexstudy_popmap -b 1 -t 6 --fstats –fasta 
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VI.III: Fragment Length Distribution 

##Figure 3 

x <- seq(0,150);GCC<-0.4385;GC<-GCC/2;AC<-(1-GCC)/2;GS<-2.02*0.978*(10^9);spots<-GS*(AC^2)*(GC^4) 

size<-

c(15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,

50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,81,82,83,84,85

,86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93,94,95,96,97,98,99,100,101,102,103,104,105,106,107,108,109,110,111,112,113,114,115,

116,117,118,119,120,121,122,123,124,125,126,127,128,129,130,131,132);count<-

c(4,12,21,341,788,1133,1136,1242,1249,1351,1344,1413,1499,1461,1547,1463,1528,1522,1548,1520,1513,1671,1603

,1538,1459,1439,1505,1561,1559,1479,1488,1422,1548,1454,1482,1560,1518,1519,1583,1441,1446,1489,1326,1519,1

372,1453,1527,1469,1371,1508,1514,1442,1473,1393,1338,1343,1456,1561,1358,1427,1375,1402,1335,1347,1369,140

7,1247,1330,1405,1343,1415,1340,1372,1231,1275,1202,1336,1272,1234,1287,1274,1278,1251,1148,1300,1223,1004,

906,1265,1214,633,584,1183,1106,1139,1100,1192,858,1131,1111,1076,491,1069,933,1028,930,1044,1095,675,1001,

939,801,946,873,989,652,916,599) 

 

par(mfrow=c(1,1),mar=c(4,4,2,1),oma=c(0,0,0,0),font.axis=2,font.lab=2) 

 

plot(pnbinom(x,size=0,prob=(AC^2)*(GC^4))*dnbinom(x,size=1,prob=AC^4)*spots,ylim=c(0,2.5),type="n",las=1,yl

ab="Thousands of Loci",xlab=expression(bold(bolditalic("MluCI-SphI")~"Fragment Length (nt)")),bty="L") 

 

box(lwd=2,bty="L");axis(1,lwd=2,lab=F);axis(2,lwd=2,las=1,lab=F);points(size,count/1000,col="blue",pch=20) 

 

lines(pnbinom(x,size=0,prob=(AC^2)*(GC^4))*dnbinom(x,size=1,prob=AC^4)*spots/1000,col="red",lwd=2) 

 

legend("topright",col=c("red","blue","black"),c("Predicted","Observed","Fitted"),lty=c(1,NA,1),lwd=c(2,NA,2

),pch=c(NA,20,NA),bty="n",text.font=2) 

 

sizes <- size;starting <- 

pnbinom(sizes,size=0,prob=(AC^2)*(GC^4))*dnbinom(sizes,size=1,prob=AC^4)*spots/1000 

 

fit <- 

nls(count/1000~pnbinom(sizes,size=0,prob=(AC^2)*(GC^4))*dnbinom(sizes,size=1,prob=AC^4)*spots/1000*(1-

exp(a-sizes*b)),start=list(a=0,b=0)) 

 

a <- summary(fit)$parameters[1,1];b <- summary(fit)$parameters[2,1] 

 

lines(sizes,starting*(1-exp(a-sizes*b)),lwd=2) 
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VI.IV: Loci Coverage Distributions 

##Figure 5 

 

par(mfrow=c(1,1),mar=c(4,4,2,1),oma=c(0,0,0,0),font.axis=2,font.lab=2,xpd=F) 

 

plot(c(293,362,393,440,572,598,1154,1784,3237,4075,5974,8042,10883,13668,15728,26649,36811,38783,40647,1316

31,138035,148725,161510,187790,201242,211048,215704,219751)/1000,col="orange",pch=c(19,19,15,15,19,19,19,19

,15,19,15,19,19,19,15,15,19,15,15,19,19,19,15,15,15,15,15,15),ylab="Thousands of Loci",xlab="Ordered Sample 

Number",ylim=c(0,255),las=1,bty="n",xlim=c(1,28),xaxt="n") 

 

box(lwd=2,bty="L");axis(1,lwd=2,c(1,10,19,28));axis(2,lwd=2,las=1,lab=F) 

 

points(c(851,1516,1918,2033,2371,4917,7125,18233,21369,24643,46769,50462,81588,90210,97790,99214,100014,108

498,113722,117458,125076,126963,127704,130401,147475,147552,148510,156738)/1000,col="darkgreen",pch=c(19,19

,15,15,15,15,15,19,19,15,19,19,19,15,15,15,15,19,15,15,15,19,19,19,19,19,15,19)) 

 

abline(h=median(c(293,362,393,440,572,598,1154,1784,3237,4075,5974,8042,10883,13668,15728,26649,36811,38783

,40647,131631,138035,148725,161510,187790,201242,211048,215704,219751)/1000),lty=2,col="orange",lwd=2) 

 

abline(h=median(c(851,1516,1918,2033,2371,4917,7125,18233,21369,24643,46769,50462,81588,90210,97790,99214,1

00014,108498,113722,117458,125076,126963,127704,130401,147475,147552,148510,156738)/1000),lty=2,col="darkgr

een",lwd=2) 

 

legend("topleft",pch=c(15,19,15,19),c("Reaction 1, Male","Reaction 1, Female","Reaction 2, Male","Reaction 

2, Female"),col=c("orange","orange","darkgreen","darkgreen"),bty="n",text.font=2) 

 

 

##Figure 6 

 

plot(c(290,396,510,528,556,716,1264,1544,2049,2156,3728,3964,6104,6630,7366,8219,11951,14526,17707,17887,21

256,32091,36361,41457,41678,41861,42929,82567,87946,97685,103015,108623,114018,130092,133653,134419,136728,

139038,149430,154672,154742,158618,161109,173100,175545,193852,215655,218565,226601,250983)/1000,pch=c(19,1

5,15,19,19,19,19,19,19,15,15,19,15,15,15,19,19,19,15,19,19,15,15,19,15,19,19,19,15,15,15,19,15,15,19,19,19,

19,19,15,19,15,19,19,19,15,15,15,15,15),ylab="Thousands of Loci",xlab="Ordered Sample 

Number",ylim=c(0,255),las=1,bty="n",xlim=c(1,50),xaxt="n") 

 

box(lwd=2,bty="L");axis(1,lwd=2,c(1,8,15,22,29,36,43,50));axis(2,lwd=2,las=1,lab=F) 

 

legend("topleft",pch=c(15,19),c("Male","Female"),bty="n",text.font=2) 
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VI.V: Sex-Specific Loci Distributions 

##Figure 7 

 

par(mfrow=c(1,1),mar=c(4,4,2,1),oma=c(0,0,0,0),font.axis=2,font.lab=2,xpd=T,lwd=2) 

 

males <- c(14790,9053,6733,5211,3644,1032,235,42,7,1,NA,NA,NA) 

 

xx <- barplot(males,log="y",names.arg=seq(2,14),ylab="Number of Loci",xlab="Number of 

Males",ylim=c(1,15000),cex.axis=.8,las=1) 

 

axis(2,lwd=2,las=1,lab=F);text(x = xx, y = males, label = males, pos = 3, cex = 0.8,font=2) 

 

females <- c(424,43,8,1,1,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA) 

 

xx <- barplot(females,log="y",names.arg=seq(2,14),ylab="Number of Loci",xlab="Number of 

Females",ylim=c(1,15000),cex.axis=.8,las=1) 

 

axis(2,lwd=2,las=1,lab=F);text(x = xx, y = females, label = females, pos = 3, cex = 0.8,font=2) 

 

 

##Figure 8 

 

xx<-barplot(c(NA,NA,NA,1,2,4,20,69,258,569,1883,6256,17091),log="y",names.arg=seq(0,12),ylab="Number of 

Loci",xlab="Number of Males Containing Loci in all Females",ylim=c(1,15000),cex.axis=.8,las=1) 

 

axis(2,lwd=2,las=1,lab=F);text(x = xx, y = c(NA,NA,NA,1,2,4,20,69,258,569,1883,6256,17091), label = 

c(NA,NA,NA,1,2,4,20,69,258,569,1883,6256,17091), pos = 3, cex = 0.8,font=2) 

 

xx<-barplot(c(NA,NA,NA,NA,8,66,263,905,3167,9246,17747,17091),log="y",names.arg=seq(0,11),ylab="Number of 

Loci",xlab="Number of Females Containing Loci in all Males",ylim=c(1,15000),cex.axis=.8,las=1) 

 

axis(2,lwd=2,las=1,lab=F);text(x = xx, y = c(NA,NA,NA,NA,8,66,263,905,3167,9246,17747,17091), label = 

c(NA,NA,NA,NA,8,66,263,905,3167,9246,17747,17091), pos = 3, cex = 0.8,font=2) 

 

par(lwd=1,xpd=F) 
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VI.VI: Partial Least Squares Regression 

##Figure 9 

 

library(plsgenomics) 

 

tdf<-read.csv("plinkff.raw",sep=" ",check.names=F) 

 

adf<-tdf[,7:ncol(tdf)];lda1 <- pls.lda(adf,c(rep(1,11),rep(2,12)),ncomp=1) 

 

init<-c();for (j in 1:ncol(adf)){ 

  bootlda2 <- c() 

  for (i in 1:23){ 

    bootlda2[i] <- pls.lda(as.matrix(adf[-

i,order(abs(lda1$pls.out$R),decreasing=T)[1:j]]),c(rep(1,11),rep(2,12))[-

i],Xtest=adf[i,order(abs(lda1$pls.out$R),decreasing=T)[1:j]],ncomp=1)$pred.lda.out$class 

  } 

  init[j] <- length(which(bootlda2 == c(rep(1,11),rep(2,12)))) 

} 

 

init2 <- c();for (j in 1:ncol(adf)){ 

  bootlda <- 

pls.lda(as.matrix(adf[1:23,order(abs(lda1$pls.out$R),decreasing=T)[1:j]]),c(rep(1,11),rep(2,12)),ncomp=1)$p

red.lda.out$class 

  init2[j] <- length(which(bootlda == c(rep(1,11),rep(2,12)))) 

} 

 

par(mfrow=c(1,1),mar=c(4,4,2,1),oma=c(0,0,0,0),font.axis=2,font.lab=2) 

 

plot(init,las=1,type="n",log="x",ylab="Correct Sex Assignments",xlab="Number of Weight-Ordered SNPs in PLS 

Model",yaxt="n",xaxt="n",bty="n") 

 

box(lwd=2,bty="L");axis(1,at=c(1,10,100,1000),lwd=2,lab=T);axis(2,lwd=2,at=seq(11,23,by=2),las=1,lab=T) 

 

legend("bottomleft",lty=c(1,NA),lwd=c(2,NA),pch=c(NA,16),legend=c("Full-Sample Partial Least Squares 

Regression","Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation"),col=c("red","blue"),bty="n",text.font=2) 

 

lines(init2,col="red",lwd=2) 

 

points(init,col="blue",pch=16) 
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VI.VII: Bayesian Selection Likelihoods 

##Figure 10 

 

myMatrix <- as.matrix(read.table("default_fst.txt", sep=" ",header=F)) 

 

par(mfrow=c(1,1),mar=c(4,4,2,1),oma=c(0,0,0,0),font.axis=2,font.lab=2) 

 

plot(sort(myMatrix[,4]),las=1,log="x",xaxt="n",bty="n",xlab="q-Ordered SNP Number",ylab="q-

Value",col="blue",pch=16) 

 

box(lwd=2,bty="L");axis(1,at=c(1,10,100,1000),lwd=2,lab=T);axis(2,lwd=2,las=1,lab=F) 

 

b <- lm(sort(myMatrix[,4])~log(seq(1,2138)))$coefficients[1] 

 

m <- lm(sort(myMatrix[,4])~log(seq(1,2138)))$coefficients[2] 

 

lines(m*log(seq(1,2138))+b ~ seq(1,2138),lty=2,lwd=2);lines(y=c(0.905,0.905),x=c(1,18),lwd=2) 

 

text("***",x=4,y=0.91,cex=2) 

 

 

##Residual probability calculations 

 

residuals <- abs(m*log(seq(1,2138))+b-sort(myMatrix[,4])) 

 

shp <- seq(1.00,2,by=0.01);scl <- seq(0.0001,.01,by=0.0001) 

 

NLL <- matrix(NA,nrow=length(shp),ncol=length(scl)) 

 

for (i in 1:length(shp)){ 

  for (j in 1:length(scl)){ 

    NLL[i,j] <- -sum(dgamma(residuals,shape = shp[i],scale = scl[j],log=T)) 

  } 

} 

 

which(NLL==min(NLL)) 

 

which(residuals > qgamma(0.999,shape=shp[3],scale = scl[6])) 
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VI.VIII: K-Value Selection 

##Figure 11 

 

k <- c(rep(1,10),rep(2,10),rep(3,10),rep(4,10),rep(5,10)) 

 

like <- c(-26266.4,-26327.3,-26288.8,-26271.5,-26285.5,-26266.7,-26272.3,-26272.8,-26318.5,-26302.6,-

26095.6,-26108.2,-26067.7,-26079.7,-26036.9,-26110.7,-26101,-26046.1,-26051.1,-26101.6,-26129.7,-26242.8,-

26315.1,-26049.3,-26255.1,-26590.5,-26970.9,-26110.1,-26786.5,-26170.2,-31909,-26246.3,-26664.7,-26377.3,-

26801.4,-26631.6,-26807.2,-25832.8,-27140.7,-26881.3,-26762.7,-31274.3,-29213.5,-28044.7,-27903.4,-

28171.4,-30115.3,-27426.4,-28016.5,-28097.1) 

 

df <- data.frame(k=k,like=like);fret <-aggregate(data=df,like/1000~k,mean)  

 

par(mfrow=c(1,1),mar=c(4,4.3,2,1),oma=c(0,0,0,0),font.axis=2,font.lab=2) 

 

plot(fret,las=1,yaxt="n",bty="n",ylim=c(-30,-25),xlab="K",ylab=expression(bold("Log-Likelihood * 10"^-

3)),pch=19) 

 

box(lwd=2,bty="L");axis(1,lwd=2,lab=T);axis(2,lwd=2,las=1,-25:-30,lab=T) 

 

het <- aggregate(data=df,like/1000~k,sd) 

 

arrows(fret[,1], fret[,2]-het[,2], fret[,1], fret[,2]+het[,2], length=0.05, angle=90, code=3,lwd=2) 

 

 

##Figure 12 

 

plot(fret[2:5,2]-fret[1:4,2] ~ seq(2,5),las=1,ylim=c(-

5,2),yaxt="n",bty="n",xaxt="n",pch=19,xlab="K",ylab=expression(bold(Delta~"K * 10"^-3))) 

 

box(lwd=2,bty="L");axis(1,2:5,lwd=2,lab=T);axis(2,lwd=2,las=1,-5:2,lab=T) 

 

dif <- fret[2:5,2]-fret[1:4,2];std <- het[2:5,2]+het[1:4,2] 

 

arrows(seq(2,5), dif-std, seq(2,5), dif+std, length=0.05, angle=90, code=3,lwd=2) 
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VI.IX: Population Structure 

##Contents of ‘mainparams’ for structure program 

 

#define MAXPOPS 1 

#define BURNIN 10000 

#define NUMREPS 10000 

#define INFILE plinkff.str.cols 

#define OUTFILE structure.K1run1 

#define NUMINDS 23 

#define NUMLOCI 2138 

#define ONEROWPERIND 0 

#define LABEL 1 

#define POPDATA 1 

#define POPFLAG 0 

#define LOCDATA 0 

#define PHENOTYPE 0 

#define EXTRACOLS 0 

#define MARKERNAMES 1 

#define RECESSIVEALLELES 0 

#define MAPDISTANCES 0 

#define PHASED 0 

#define PHASEINFO 0 

#define MARKOVPHASE 0 

 

##Contents of ‘extraparams’ for structure program 

 

#define NOADMIX 0 

#define LINKAGE 0 

#define USEPOPINFO 0 

#define LOCPRIOR 0 

#define FREQSCORR 1 

#define ONEFST 0 

#define INFERALPHA 1 

#define POPALPHAS 0 

#define ALPHA 1 

#define INFERLAMBDA 0 

#define POPSPECIFICLAMBDA 1 

#define LAMBDA 0.4183 

#define POPALPHAS 0 
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##Figure 13 

 

dat <- read.csv("admixture.csv", header=T)[,1:8] 

 

k2 <- subset(dat,K == 2)[rev(order(subset(dat,K == 2)$Tourn)),] 

 

k3 <- subset(dat,K == 3)[rev(order(subset(dat,K == 2)$Tourn)),] 

 

k4 <- subset(dat,K == 4)[rev(order(subset(dat,K == 2)$Tourn)),] 

 

k5 <- subset(dat,K == 5)[rev(order(subset(dat,K == 2)$Tourn)),] 

 

par(mfrow=c(4,1),mar=c(0,0,0.3,0),oma=c(2,0,0,0),font.axis=2,font.lab=2) 

 

barplot(t(k2[,4:8]),las=1,col=c("red3","blue3","green3","orange3","yellow3"),space=c(rep(0,4),0.2,rep(0,6),

0.2,rep(0,11)),xaxt="n",yaxt="n");title(ylab="K = 2",line=-1) 

 

barplot(t(k3[,4:8])[c(3,1,2,4,5),],las=1,col=c("red3","blue3","green3","orange3","yellow3")[c(3,1,2,4,5)],s

pace=c(rep(0,4),0.2,rep(0,6),0.2,rep(0,11)),xaxt="n",yaxt="n");title(ylab="K = 3",line=-1) 

 

barplot(t(k4[,4:8])[c(2,1,3,4,5),],las=1,col=c("red3","blue3","green3","orange3","yellow3")[c(3,1,2,4,5)],s

pace=c(rep(0,4),0.2,rep(0,6),0.2,rep(0,11)),xaxt="n",yaxt="n");title(ylab="K = 4",line=-1) 

 

barplot(t(k5[,4:8])[rev(c(3,4,1,2,5)),],las=1,col=c("red3","blue3","green3","orange3","yellow3")[c(3,4,2,1,

5)][rev(c(3,4,1,2,5))],space=c(rep(0,4),0.2,rep(0,6),0.2,rep(0,11)),xaxt="n",yaxt="n");title(ylab="K = 

5",line=-1) 

 

mtext("Belleville",1,at=2,line=0.5,font=2) 

 

mtext("Kingston",1,at=7.7,line=0.5,font=2) 

 

mtext("Rockport",1,at=17.4,line=0.5,font=2) 
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VI.X: Discriminant Analysis of Principal Components 

##Figure 14 

 

library(adegenet) 

 

obj <- read.PLINK("plink.raw",map.file="plink.map",multicore=FALSE,n.cores=1) 

 

dobj <- dapc(obj,n.pca=2,n.da=1) 

 

tid <- c(2,2,1,2,2,1,1,3,3,1,1,3,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,1,1,3,2) 

 

code2 <- as.numeric(find.clusters(obj,n.pca=2,n.clust=2)$grp) 

 

code3 <- as.numeric(find.clusters(obj,n.pca=2,n.clust=3)$grp) 

 

code4 <- as.numeric(find.clusters(obj,n.pca=2,n.clust=4)$grp) 

 

code5 <- as.numeric(find.clusters(obj,n.pca=2,n.clust=5)$grp) 

 

##Manually match up cols to structure output with permutation vector, as running code changes order 

 

par(mfrow=c(2,2),mar=c(0,0,0,0),oma=c(0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1),font.axis=2,font.lab=2) 

 

cols=c("red3","blue3","green3","orange3","yellow3");plot(dobj$tab[,1]~dobj$tab[,2],col=ifelse(code2 == 

1,cols[1],ifelse(code2 == 2,cols[2],ifelse(code2 == 3,cols[3],ifelse(code2 == 

4,cols[4],cols[5])))),pch=16,xaxt="n",yaxt="n",cex=1.2);text(-6,11,"K = 2",font=2);box(lwd=2) 

 

cols=c("red3","blue3","green3","orange3","yellow3")[c(3,2,1,4,5)];plot(dobj$tab[,1]~dobj$tab[,2],col=ifelse

(code3 == 1,cols[1],ifelse(code3 == 2,cols[2],ifelse(code3 == 3,cols[3],ifelse(code3 == 

4,cols[4],cols[5])))),pch=16,xaxt="n",yaxt="n",cex=1.2);text(-6,11,"K = 3",font=2);box(lwd=2) 

 

cols=c("red3","blue3","green3","orange3","yellow3")[c(1,4,3,2,5)];plot(dobj$tab[,1]~dobj$tab[,2],col=ifelse

(code4 == 1,cols[1],ifelse(code4 == 2,cols[2],ifelse(code4 == 3,cols[3],ifelse(code4 == 

4,cols[4],cols[5])))),pch=16,xaxt="n",yaxt="n",cex=1.2);text(-6,11,"K = 4",font=2);box(lwd=2) 

 

cols=c("red3","blue3","green3","orange3","yellow3")[c(5,3,2,4,1)];plot(dobj$tab[,1]~dobj$tab[,2],col=ifelse

(code5 == 1,cols[1],ifelse(code5 == 2,cols[2],ifelse(code5 == 3,cols[3],ifelse(code5 == 

4,cols[4],cols[5])))),pch=16,xaxt="n",yaxt="n",cex=1.2);text(-6,11,"K = 5",font=2);box(lwd=2) 
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VI.XI: Nucleotide Proportions 

##Figure 16 

 

Acon<-

c(0.413703652,0.230840385,0.316264639,0.247565475,0.305127094,0.274503111,0.286831892,0.266693518,0.2880777

41,0.269144256,0.299542961,0.277216672,0.29918798,0.277626266,0.302471559,0.276094058,0.287356165,0.2827750

77,0.288138895,0.282203648,0.294739124,0.280591839,0.288672059,0.289935098,0.295842434,0.280230137,0.292663

79,0.288725839,0.294329218,0.282744081,0.284298965,0.27733707,0.300563305,0.286796318,0.288568253,0.2872413

1,0.29027112,0.280316014,0.290289045,0.289466182,0.29046203,0.284742218,0.288700582,0.283323541,0.294363739

,0.294714135,0.289105117,0.290863757,0.293555598,0.286446621,0.295806465,0.285200692,0.286359549,0.28645587

9,0.28905779,0.286129598,0.288781601,0.287028885,0.291323185,0.28418689,0.28526028,0.287741398,0.290487882,

0.283725284,0.286290697,0.285254883,0.289945444,0.284747292,0.284981858,0.286596092,0.284301647,0.284454112

,0.285288729,0.285098358,0.290892861,0.286633167,0.28432569,0.291004374,0.283829055,0.286745471,0.291086988

,0.286982921,0.28616011,0.288035006,0.286964333,0.28504338,0.286414648,0.285790854,0.285878033,0.285979815,

0.285101062,0.285142836,0.284901529,0.284116319,0.28287257,0.287425378,0.285412378,0.282772041,0.28741907,0

.286321801,0.282890517,0.284973008,0.284934249,0.282204055,0.285438193,0.28535529,0.283313967,0.285853853,0

.285083406,0.288804448,0.283480118,0.284759615,0.285329403,0.288940521,0.288101653,0.285660568,0.28637322,0

.284139571,0.282556298,0.28608785,0.284326216,0.283380868,0.286813935,0.284410715,0.286078021,0.285690012,0

.285242218,0.285723729,0.286225307,0.282283649,0.285423305,0.28416147,0.284957519,0.28787107,0.297236541,0.

293446887);Tcon<-

c(0.326402092,0.286108276,0.259672393,0.297897758,0.274175436,0.306850802,0.290439733,0.285210583,0.2751379

82,0.287569162,0.269372946,0.286719254,0.271533554,0.284063719,0.263075437,0.275623018,0.260014268,0.278129

011,0.286136127,0.277800053,0.275280899,0.289516402,0.271533424,0.281671643,0.275296119,0.281316819,0.27977

0551,0.282433201,0.276970773,0.279648173,0.283219422,0.291561532,0.274690693,0.284971601,0.281575479,0.2793

25606,0.28168209,0.283811414,0.278702283,0.286824269,0.271457948,0.282247245,0.285277806,0.283771007,0.2790

85331,0.28366452,0.280487226,0.285904902,0.284745926,0.283516705,0.281534655,0.284743646,0.286166556,0.2862

61624,0.286546449,0.281712352,0.284248276,0.282364295,0.283480098,0.286496655,0.287278357,0.281781601,0.282

152655,0.283967003,0.285498763,0.283575708,0.288425762,0.285586643,0.282988279,0.28794393,0.281612313,0.288

568519,0.287060217,0.280542902,0.283515331,0.285349586,0.278668753,0.283581874,0.284105398,0.283138763,0.28

5809061,0.286730748,0.286443816,0.283117886,0.284481541,0.284977306,0.281716809,0.284744662,0.282719417,0.2

81886483,0.286624739,0.282148016,0.282866595,0.285671387,0.282721382,0.283037743,0.285910604,0.279888863,0.

282082009,0.286237978,0.280819914,0.287960752,0.282727397,0.285257604,0.288005446,0.288858394,0.282396003,0

.284806683,0.282945987,0.282514879,0.283098239,0.284441106,0.28443537,0.282748721,0.282229026,0.283922231,0

.283869093,0.287270328,0.28305714,0.280555503,0.284941023,0.284516586,0.278904353,0.28529482,0.279426857,0.

27980839,0.284039995,0.28203501,0.280932719,0.283595476,0.282788153,0.281225903,0.281446317,0.277500458,0.2

75938415,0.282145841);Ccon<-

c(0.169018988,0.22404795,0.190280333,0.252811693,0.193997399,0.214012895,0.201643155,0.245920273,0.20976677

,0.235902285,0.207517416,0.232577746,0.209503947,0.221399242,0.207995276,0.224938475,0.216881658,0.22763334

,0.209343974,0.224048772,0.209664435,0.22321077,0.210616866,0.213550394,0.208945873,0.221957292,0.211437801
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,0.213459352,0.214373221,0.220524221,0.206232466,0.212673495,0.20822944,0.213646093,0.210813325,0.213497538

,0.210055778,0.21887591,0.213767267,0.214637336,0.216135123,0.21702041,0.212819362,0.211336054,0.205996306,

0.210714229,0.213202752,0.210207674,0.209060462,0.211933261,0.20816401,0.209739157,0.207318926,0.212328994,

0.207002649,0.210040868,0.210826942,0.215371135,0.208180498,0.213299794,0.211587553,0.212590667,0.207227358

,0.215332012,0.212255949,0.213673919,0.210222663,0.213731949,0.214234788,0.209984054,0.21471916,0.213185542

,0.211753353,0.216705528,0.210996392,0.212827254,0.213503903,0.211630349,0.21809323,0.218154576,0.208291357

,0.213026968,0.213038544,0.211561499,0.210880887,0.216458533,0.214299239,0.213938579,0.21675674,0.21582407,

0.210640522,0.214791024,0.215388795,0.213516224,0.215728942,0.214292705,0.210837239,0.217445713,0.21361561,

0.211674835,0.218746835,0.212095834,0.212824771,0.214149446,0.212101282,0.210649435,0.213891471,0.213716164

,0.212157969,0.213904631,0.214902859,0.213353365,0.212906694,0.21122066,0.214231476,0.214129845,0.214711902

,0.212586516,0.215487288,0.213953107,0.212742358,0.215665257,0.215987509,0.213249956,0.218955819,0.21736516

4,0.215618389,0.212907875,0.21688974,0.213894652,0.212445717,0.212375374,0.215249621,0.216315886,0.21243115

1,0.211656921);Gcon<-

c(0.090875268,0.259003389,0.233782635,0.201725074,0.226700071,0.204633191,0.221085219,0.202175627,0.2270175

07,0.207384298,0.223566677,0.203486328,0.219774518,0.216910773,0.226457728,0.223344449,0.235747908,0.211462

572,0.216381004,0.215947527,0.220315542,0.206680988,0.229177651,0.214842865,0.219915575,0.216495752,0.21612

7858,0.215381609,0.214326789,0.217083525,0.226249147,0.218427903,0.216516561,0.214585987,0.219042942,0.2199

35546,0.217991011,0.216996662,0.217241405,0.209072214,0.221944899,0.215990128,0.213202249,0.221569398,0.220

554625,0.210907116,0.217204906,0.213023667,0.212638014,0.218103414,0.21449487,0.220316504,0.220154969,0.214

953503,0.217393112,0.222117183,0.216143181,0.215235685,0.217016219,0.216016661,0.21587381,0.217886334,0.220

132105,0.216975701,0.21595459,0.21749549,0.211406132,0.215934116,0.217795075,0.215475924,0.21936688,0.21379

1827,0.215897701,0.217653213,0.214595417,0.215189994,0.223501654,0.213783404,0.213972317,0.21196119,0.21481

2594,0.213259363,0.21435753,0.217285609,0.21767324,0.21352078,0.217569303,0.215525905,0.21464581,0.21630963

1,0.217633676,0.217918124,0.216843081,0.21669607,0.218677106,0.215244174,0.217839779,0.219893383,0.21688331

1,0.215765386,0.217542734,0.214970405,0.219513582,0.218388895,0.214455079,0.215136882,0.220398559,0.2156233

,0.219812637,0.214776042,0.218518784,0.217445913,0.217328533,0.217090097,0.215437844,0.216287356,0.21504578

5,0.216003585,0.218899274,0.21940354,0.217990404,0.21643729,0.218294203,0.217044509,0.215539303,0.217136434

,0.215099397,0.219333386,0.215952234,0.220226223,0.219342825,0.222237253,0.218346543,0.218312585,0.21439389

3,0.212750351) 

 

par(mfrow=c(1,1),mar=c(4,4,2,1),oma=c(0,0,0,0),font.axis=2,font.lab=2) 

 

plot(Acon~seq(1,136),type="l",las=1,log="x",ylim=c(0,0.5),col="red",ylab="Nucleotide 

Proportion",xlab=expression(bold("Downstream Position from"~bolditalic("SphI")~"Recognition Site 

(nt)")),xaxt="n",bty="n",lwd=2) 

 

box(lwd=2,bty="L");axis(1,at=c(1,10,100),lwd=2,lab=T);axis(2,lwd=2,las=1,lab=F) 

 

lines(Tcon~seq(1,136),col="blue",lwd=2);lines(Ccon~seq(1,136),col="green",lwd=2);lines(Gcon~seq(1,136),col=

"orange",lwd=2) 
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VI.XII: Sex Reversal Permutations 

##Input can take concatenated haplotypes output from Stacks, will be transformed in R 

 

perm <- read.csv("batch_2.fpermhaplotypes.tsv",sep="\t") 

 

perm[,3:25] <- data.frame(lapply(perm[,3:25],function(x){gsub("[cATCG].*",2,x)})) 

 

perm[,3:25] <- data.frame(lapply(perm[,3:25],function(x){gsub("-",1,x)})) 

 

perm[,3:25] <- lapply((perm[,3:25]),as.numeric) 

 

lo1 <- c();lo2 <- c();index <- data.frame(matrix(ncol=4,nrow=0));k <- 0 

 

for (i in 1:20){ 

  for (j in (i+1):21){ 

    for (l in (j+1):22){ 

      for (m in (l+1):23){ 

      k <- k + 1 

      index[k,] <- c(i,j,l,m) 

      assign <- c(rep(1,12),rep(-1,11)) 

      assign[i] <- assign[i]*-1 

      assign[j] <- assign[j]*-1 

      assign[l] <- assign[l]*-1 

      assign[m] <- assign[m]*-1 

      males <- which(assign == 1) 

      fems <- which(assign == -1) 

      pres1 <- which(apply(perm[,males],1,function(x){length(which(x == 2))}) == length(males)) 

      pres2 <- which(apply(perm[,fems],1,function(x){length(which(x == 2))}) == length(fems)) 

      abs1 <- which(apply(perm[,males],1,function(x){length(which(x == 1))}) == length(males)) 

      abs2 <- which(apply(perm[,fems],1,function(x){length(which(x == 1))}) == length(fems)) 

      lo1 <- c(lo1,length(intersect(pres1,abs2))) 

      lo2 <- c(lo2,length(intersect(pres2,abs1))) 

      } 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

table(lo1);table(lo2) 


